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School's food service
future up in the air
0 Columbia eyes three new companies to assume vending duties on campus
By Andrew Greiner
Editor·in·Chief
Vending
Consul tants,
Columbia's longtime food service provider, is vacating the campus at the end of the semester,
and no one is currently ready to
take over the college's vending
needs.
Earlier this year, college officials decided to open the school's
food service contract to outside
bidding, a first for the school, in
an effort to inspire competition.
However, Vending Consultants,
run by the husband and wife team
of Larry and Nancy Bernier, did
not submit a bid, effectively ending its more than 20 year tenure
as Columbia 's cuisine providers.
"Vendi ng Consultants is leaving on June 3," sa id Mike
Debish, assistant vice president
of fac ilities and operations at
Columbia. "At that point we may
be out of vending for a wh ile."
" Ou t of vending" means every
Andrew Causey, liberal education faculty member, browses soda machine, candy bar disthrough used books May 18 at the Columbia library's first book penser, automatic coffee station
sale.
and cafe on campus will be
gone- basically
everything
except the drinking fou nta ins.
Vendi ng Consultants, who own
all the machines, plan to take
them all when they leave. And in
a comicall y cliched twist,
Vending Consultants can even
0
first try at big sale earns more than $1,800 take the ldtchen sink.
Vending Consultants runs all
By Jeff Danna
its more than 250,000 piece book three of the campus' cafes,
News Elitor
collection. Others are outdated,
Students, faculty and other and some aren' t the types of
members of the Columbia com- books the library collects. Most of
munity flocked May 18 to the the library's books are related to
school's library, 624 S. Michigan courses offered at Columbia or
cover topics of student interest,
Ave., for its first ever book sale.
Folding tables lined with nov- Hale said.
0 Awardees apply world
els, textbooks and other reading
The stream of custo mers was
materials filled a section of the steady fro m the time the sale
Bv Alan J. Baker
library 's third floor and sold for began at 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. when
Assocate Editor
prices well below retail. Book it closed, said Larry Oberc, colAs the end of the spring semesbrowsers could purchase maga- lection management and preservater quickly approaches, time is
zine and paperbacks for 25 cents, tion librarian. At most times there
also dwindling for Columbia prohardcovers for $ I, softcover art were about 25 people browsing
fessors who wish to apply for the
books for $5 and hardcover art the tables, with I 0 library employFu lbright Scholar Program.
books for $ 10.
ees worldng the sale.
For more than 50 years, the
"We're trying to create events
"There are many people o ut
Council
for
International
here who love books as much as that create a sense of community
Exchange of Scholars, a program
we do, and we give them a chance on campus," Oberc said.
through the Uni ted States
While Oberc and Hale were
to build up their own collections,"
Department of State, offers
said Kim Hale, head of collection pleased with the number of people
scholarships to professiona ls
the sale attracted, they were also
management for the library.
with a masters degree, Ph. D., or
More than 4,000 of the books surprised. Because this was the
equivalent degree interested in
and magazines donated to the first time the library held a book
overseas research and teaching.
library were up for sale. Each sale of this magnitude, they
In order to encourage profesyear, Hale said , the library weren't sure what to expect. In
sors at Columbia to apply, Norma
receives books from students, previous years, Hale said, the sale
Green, director of Columbia 's
alumni and the general public. was limited to a single table next
graduate journalism program and
Some of these books are dupliColumbia's Fulbright campus
See Sale, Page 6
cates of ones the library keeps in

Ben Pancoast/The Chronicle

Clockwise from top: Sarah Hepner, a freshman music major,
serves food to Bob Thall, chair of the Photography Department,
in the Underground Cafe; students line up at the food counter in
the Hokin Gallery; Jenna Morris (left), a sophomore advertising
art major, and Eddie Shrake, a junior graphic design major, purchase snacks from a vending machine.

Business booms at
b~ain book sale

including the Underground Cafe,
600 S. Michigan Ave., a cafe in
the Hokin Gallery, 623 S.
Wabash Ave., and one inside the
1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash

Lib~;ry·s

Scholar program sends
Columbia teachers abroad
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First-Year
Voices
Freshmen and transfers
get their due
Page10

experience in classroom
representative, is holding a meeting on May 24 to discuss the
opportunities in store through the
program.
"It's a very competitive
process," Green said. " But I want
to discuss any misperceptions
people might have as to why they
are not quali fied."
Out of the 2,000 applications
Fulbright rece ives each year,
about 800 are selected to conduct
research in professional and academic fi elds abroad, according to
Nancy Gainer, director of external relations at Fulbright.
"When somebody receives the
award, it's like a job," Gainer
said. "They go overseas to lecture

See Fulbright, Page 6

Ave. The family operation also
ow ns and maintains every vending machine and piece of food
service equipment in Columbia 's
13 buildings.
"We decided, upon a recommendation, that it would be in
the school's best interest to shop
the market," Debish said. " We
put o ut a request for a new contract and [Vending Consultants]
chose not to respond."
But the best interests of the
college, at least in its food service needs, may suffer from the
decision to bid out the contract.
·'Columbia did not study what
is actually going on down here,"
Larry Bernier said. " It should
have been explored more
deeply."
He cited an example from an
early proposal meeting in which a
Columbia official was unaware
that Vending Consultants owned
all the equipment in the schools
cafes. as well as the volume of
business that Vending Consultants
handles- more than 2,000 catered
events in the last calendar year.
Bernier also said the college
seems unaware of the vendors'
hours of operations, as they per-

See Vending, Page 3
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City Beat

Adapted 'Ark' hits
Chi-town

Food for those
in need

Supplement Page 6
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NEWs&Nons
Andrew Greiner
Editor-in-Chief

Caf1lUS Nevus

You're a Hero, man

T

his has all the makings of
a made-for-TV success story: a
diabetic boy overcoming advers ity to follow his dreams, a student throwing caution to the
wind in pursuit of his ultimate
goal. It's a story about surviving
on passion, setting lofty goals,
living beyond expectations and
accepting failure as an integral
part of triumph. The story seems
perfect for Columbia's ambitious student body.
The story is about Curtis
Heroman, a Louisiana State
University junior. He wants to
play NBA basketball. In this
regard, he's not unlike millions
of young wanna-bes who shoot
mock game-winners at their
local playgrounds dreaming of
their tum in the spotlight. He's
no different, except that he's
actually making a run at becoming a pro basketball player.
On April 15 Heroman
declared himself for the upcoming NBA draft, forfeiting his
senior year of eligibility at LSU.
But there is one catch: Heroman
has virtually no basketball experience.
He never played for the LSU
Tigers. He did not come out of
high school as some sort o f
meteoric talent destined for
hardwood fame-rather, his
htgh school career was cut short
by diabetes and a bad knee. He
is not a diamond in the rough.
He ts just an average kid with
above average ambition.
Heroman 's last real basketball
experience. besides playing on
LSU intramural teams, came
during his sophomore year in
high school when he played

starting guard for University
High in Baton Rouge. His coach
at the time, Ari Fisher, told
USA Today, which originally
ran Heroman 's story, that
Heroman was a good role player.
"I tried him at point guard his
sophomore year. He was diabetic. He was thin, and there was a
problem with his stamina,"
Fisher said in the May 15 article. "But he was as good as
anybody for two or three minutes."
The rest of the sources in the
USA Today story, including athletic directors, NBA scouts and
basketball analysts, all chuckled
at the possibility of an untested,
unknown and untalented kid
actually entering the NBA draft.
He'll never make it, they said.
This is what makes
Heroman 's story intriguing: his
pie-in-the sky goals are probably unattainable, but he's trying
anyway.
There are probably thousands
of stories like Hero man's lurking in Columbia's halls.
Somewhere in the 1104
Center is a film major with the
goal of making the penultimate
World War II film. Even though
it may cost millions to make,
his desire won't be stopped.
On the lOth floor of the South
Campus Building sits a fictionwriting student poised to write
the next great American novel.
despite those who tell him that
it can' t be done.
The Dance Center has the
next prima ballerina waiting in
the wings; Arts. Entertainment
and Media Management has the
next record mogul ; photography
has the next Ansel Adams and

the Television Department has
the next Walter Cronkite.
The talent is there. The question is: Does this next generation of leaders have the desire to
pursue its dreams in the face of
adversity? I would like to think
so.
No one is going to tell
Heroman that he will make it to
the NBA. Probably no one outside his immediate family
believes that declaring himself
for the draft was even a smart
move. Heroman himself doesn't
even think he has a shot at making it.
Just like no o ne is going to
tell any Columbia student that
the or she is assuredly going to
make it.
But that won 't stop him and it
shouldn' t stop us.
" It's something I never had
the chance to do and something
I always thought I'd be able to
do," Heroman told USA Today.
" I know I won't be drafted, but
maybe I can turn somebody's
head in a tryout or in a camp."
After reading Heroman 's
story I decided to continue my
dream of opening a little North
Side bar and grill. Never mind
that I have no money and I'm
about to be up to my ears in student loan debt and something
like 70 percent of all restaurants
fail in the first year. I'm doing it
anyway.
When I asked He roman
whether he thought his story
was inspirational. he c huckled.
He only had a minute to talk.
''I'm on vacation right now.
I'm JUSt goi ng to relax for a few
days." Heroman said.
Enjoy it. man. And thanks for
the inspiration.

First Year Voices

1 /11
1 /1 Commentary
City Beat
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A Curvy exhibit

As part of Manifest, the
Digital
Media
Technology
Department presents the "Curve"
exhibition, which runs May 23
through June 16 in the C-33
Gallery,
33
E.
Congress
Parkway. The exhibit will feature
print and digital media created
by academic computing students.
For more information, visit
lttrp:/lwww.curve.colum.edu/.

•

Fashiona bly loud

As part of Manifest, the Art
and Design Department will
showcase designs by students in
Columbia's fashion program in
the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., May 23 through June 6.
For more informatioll visit
www.colum.edtllulldergraduatela
rtanddesigttlfasltiottlilldex.lttm.

those who view photography as
its own language and others who
view it as a tool to create an
image. The exhibit will show
photography from different perspectives.
For more information. , visit
www.mocp.org.

•

Poe m s from grads

Three Columbia grads will
take over Collins Hall, 624 S.
Michigan Ave., on May 26 for an
evening of poetry. Mary Jo Bang.
Conn ie Deanovich and Elaine
Equi will share moments from
their successful poetry careers
and read some of their work from
5:30p.m. to 7:30p.m.
For more information, visit
www.colum. edulundergraduatele
nglislt.

•

,McNally reads

John McNally, author of Tlt e
Book of Ralph: A Novel , reads at
·columbia 's bookstore. 624 S.
Michigan Ave. , on May 25. T he
reading and signing run from
• T houghts on film
T he Museum of Contemporary Noo n through 2 p.m . •- '/..
For more ill/ormation. colltact
Photography, 600 S. Michigan
Ave.. will host "Painting on Sonja Smalley at (312) 344Photography: Photography on 3406.
Painting" from May 26 thro ugh
July 21. The ex hibit focuses on

AccuWeather 7-day
forecast Cor Chicago
Pardy Sllllf¥
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Low 52"

Moslly sunny

Mostly sunny
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wtlh showers
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LON 500
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Low~$'

Mostly sunny

Sunny to pordy Higlt $4•
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If you have
an upcoming event or
announcement, call
Ttie
Chronicle's
news desk
at (31 2) 344·
7254 or
e-mail
chronicle@
colum.edu.
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Frequency TV
stays up late
0 Nighttime talk show to debut on Columbia station
By K. Anderson
Staff Writer

Bands, comedians and a quirky
host wi ll soon make their way to
campus television sets as part of
Frequency TV 's new show, "Late
N ight Lounge with Ryan
McPheeters."
Through a survey sponsored by
Frequency, Columbia's campus
television station, students voiced
their desire for more evening programs. When Columbia senior
Summer Daugherty, a Frequency
TV work-aide, suggested a late
ni ght talk show similar to "Late
Night with Conan O'Brien" or
"The Daily Show with Jo hn
Stewart," it was quick to meet
approval.
Around the same time, junior
Michael Weinberg, a television
arts major with a focus in writing
and producing, and Ryan
McPheeters, a j unior film and
acting major, collaborated on a
late ni ght talk show as a final
project fo r one of Weinberg 's
c lasses. Weinberg thought it
would be a perfect addition to
the Frequency TV lineup.
Weinberg and Daugherty met
by chance and became friends
while in a writing class. After
di scuss ing their similar ideas ,
they eagerly agreed to collaborate on the project. Their goal

was to create a late night program that was more casual than
the typical even ing talk show, so
they scrapped the usual host's
desk for two couches, a drum set
and a piano. Weinberg described
the set as "a little bit of a morning show setup with a late night
atmosphere."
McPheeters, who was the host
for Weinberg's original class project, auditioned and was cast as the
series' host. Frequency decided
the first season would be eight
episodes, and shooting began
March 23 with Daugherty as the
executive producer and Weinberg
as the creative producer.
Creating the show took more
than 80 student volunteers with
the help of advisers Chris West
and Edward Ferrara, a nd a
Frequency engineer. Volunteers
were unpaid and did not receive
academic credit, but they did
gain valuable experience.
"When I look at what we're
doing on a Saturday shoot ... I
just think it's such an unbelievable opportunity for everyone,"
said Weinberg, who is hoping to
work on a late night o r news
show when he graduates.
The show was filmed at the
Concert Hall on the first floor of
the Music Center, 1014 S.
Michigan Ave., in front of a li ve

Eric Oavlstrhe Chromc!e

Jim Wagner, a 1988 Columbia alumnus and current ·reporter for CLTV, served as the emcee for
Frequency TV's Premiere Night 2005 on May 20. The station's lineup will soon include the studentproduced 'Late Night Lounge with Ryan McPheeters.'
audience. The show's final two
episodes were taped May 14.
Local restaurants donated gi ft
certificates, which were given
away to audience me mbers.
Daughe rty said having a live
audience made the show more
authentic.
"We don' t have to put in a
laugh track . The audience laughs
and it sounds fine," said
Daugherty, crediting Weinberg
for writing many of the jokes and

Vending

skits for the show.
Guests this season have
included Red Eye sex columnist
and Columbia alumna Laura
Baron and WGN entertainme nt
reporter Dean Richards.
Taping of the show is complete, but no one is certain when
the sho w will be aired.
Daugherty a nd We inberg are
both hoping the first episode will
be aired by the end of the semester and subsequent episodes wi ll

show throughout the summer.
Frequency TV is available o n
channel 32 in the University
Center of C hicago, 525 S. State
St., and is shown on various TYs
aro und campus.
Frequency gave the green light
for a second season of "Late
Night Lounge" with pre-production planned to begin in the summer. Aud itions fo r hosts an d
crew volunteers will begin at the
start of the fall 2005 semester.

Continuedfrom Front Page

form many of their catering
responsibilities
after
ho urs.
Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., but Bernier said that those
guidelines fail to take into account
all of the late-night catering
responsibilities of the vendors.
"Just last week there was a
catered function that ended at II
p.m., and before that, one that
ended at midnight," he said. "They
didn't take into account all the late
stuff."
He referred to several other contractual items, such as a change in
exclusive catering rights for the
school and a loss of storage space,
as reasons for not submitting a proposal to the college. But ultimately,
after spending the majority of his
adult life serving Columbia students, it was just time to go, he
said.
"We're looking at it as a blessing
in disguise," Bernier said. "Nancy
and myself are both 67 years old
and we've been at the college since
1967. Now we are looking forward to spending o ur summers in
Mexico."
Out of 12 companies who originally bid on Columbia's contract,
three companies remain as possible
vendors for the next school year:
Plum Catering Inc., located in
Elgin; Northbrook-based Mark
Vend Company; and Streamwoodbased Ace Coffee Bar Inc. Mark
Vend and Plum Catering would
split the food service and vending
duties, according to Debish.
Roger Sweeny, the sales manager at Ace Coffee Bar, said that his
company is awaiting word from

the college.
" !'here is no official note on the
status," Sweeny said. "Frankly it's
a little overdue."
Sweeny understands the delay.
He said that negotiating a campuswide food service contract may
be a bigger job than Columbia
expected.
" It's complicated," he said. 'The
contract is for all the food service
on the campus as well as all of the
vending and some catering too. For
my busi ness there
are very few contracts of this size
that we could be
eligible for."
Tiffany Warlyn,
Plum Catering's
business manager
,said that her company would be
delighted by the
chance to serve

The Berniers own all of the
equipment in the Underground
Cafe, including fryers. ovens,
refrigerators and the lot, a product
of the handshake deal that brought
them to Columbia back when the
school was located on Ohio Street
and had "only a handful of students."
"It's not a traditional space [in
the Underground Cafe! and all of
the equipment was specially made
for the unusual configuration."
Debish
said.
" V e n d i n g
Consultants has
been very gracious
in offering its
equipment
to
whomever takes
over the contract."
Debish said the
college's decision
to open the food
service

corHnu:t

Columbia
but
was not done out
added that she is '---- - - -- - -- - - - ' of spite and the
unaware of any negotiations with school's relationship with the
the school.
Berniers remains amicable.
"There is no ill will. They've
The current Vending Consultants
contract expired in February 2005, been here for 28 years. There has
but the Berniers agreed to stay on never been any animosity." he said.
Bernier mirrored that statement.
until the end of the spring terrn, at
the college's request.
saying that he is not bitter about the
The college still has just less move. But he was quick to point
than two weeks to hammer out a out that unless he gets a fair price
contract with a new vendor in order for the equipment in the cates. he
to make the transition seamless, but will take that with him as well.
the outlook is not good. Despite the
''If no offer is made, I'm taking
short list of possible vendors, it," Bernier said. "I've got the storDebish said, the bidding process is age space and now I've got the
ongoing.
Once a vendor is time to sell it piece by piece. I
installed, equipping the facilities won't take less than a reasonable
could become an issue.
amount."
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Television Deportment

Columbia • o,, ,
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Program Guide for University (enter on Channel 32

Hall

Events

Monday May 23

Singers Showcase

7:00 PM

Tuesday May 24

Composition 2A Recital

CamP.us Update

Styles for the Contemporary Singer Recital

Columbia 1forum for campus news, announcements, events, weather info & more...
MWFSu: 6o, 8a, lllo, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSa: 7a, 9a, lla, lp, 3p, Sp, 7p, 9p, lip

Wednesday May 25

Window's Anthology

Short stories explore the seven dead~ sins.
MWFSu: 10:30a
TRSo: 7:30p

Counterpoint Recital

12:30 PM
3:30 PM
12:30 PM

Composition 1 Recital

6:30 PM

Columbia College Chorus &
Vocal Performance Ensemble: A World of Song

8:00PM

This recital will be held at Old St. Patrick's Church, 700 W Adams (at Des Plaines)

NBC5 News- Live

Thursday May 26

Composition 2B Recital

12:30 PM

Unique partnership with NBC allows Frequen<y TV to broadcast NBCS 11 am news
on selected days.
MWf: ll:OOa

Groove Band Recital

3:00 PM

Classical Guitar Recital

7:00 PM

Reel Stuff

Friday May 27

Aprofile of 1tudent film, video, animation & documentary pr~ects.
This week'sfeatured artist Jeff Parler & Ryan Speers
MWFSu: II :30p
TlSo: 8:30p

Garners

Tina Blumenberg Independent Project

8:00PM

Saturday May 28

New Music Ensemble Concert

(NLJ

Get apreview Gf the ICIIesf video game gadgets for your game system and get a cool
video tlllorial that will aeote the ultimate video game experience.
MWFSu: 8:00p

Reality Bar Crowl (NLJ
Take a ride on a red star tour bus with the cost of two reality television shows.
It's atrip you don't Wlllltto miss!
MWFSu: 8:30p

AVSquod {NL)

If you lllou;.t you'¥! seta~ best music videos of the year, then you've been
llisled. Clleck OUI new .usit Mets !hot ore more than you could imagine.
MWfSu: 9:iMip

College Town, USA

(NLJ

1ht crew YiWulep CllllpUSeS, hongets and stldents around the country.
11lis M's opelhouse: ~of 8nios ot Urllant<hompoign
11ft: 9:llp

~omedy

.

Night School tNLJ

~- a.~

WD;J4odt~ poim f•IDuglling'il doss? How about a
fMsttaleffjst'lllesfwaytome alalgMi ~how to cook reneck-style?
lt't all her! ot t.e.ly lgit ~
MWFSu: lO:OIJp

Funny Money (NLJ
c.nedillli battle '-1 to'-! for big money antlaul~t~Xe ltuglls.
MWfSu: 10'.J)p

76 Room Types/
Don't Pay for Space
You Do Not Need!
Starling at

$39.00
:······················!

V Squad (NtJ

If 1fte rrsr IOSft tfte lasltsf M videos and M perfOIIIIMs from your favorite
musicdlcdsls.
IMfSct n:eo,

Planet X

(NL'
...., of lhe ordlMry spetts,explort txfftme sports from the H70 Winter Classic.
~

Lugging stuff home is a hassle ...
Leave it with StorageMart.

Jlj()p

(II) flltltnalt•fiiiiOOIII!ttwM fr...lllllllnt

: Exclusive :
j IS% CC ~
~ Discount j

·······················'
Reserve a room today 312-225-0116
or e-mail us at store2204@storagetodav.com

Receive a free lock.

StorageMnrt - McCormick Place
111

407-419 E. 25 St., C hicago, IL 60616
We nn: locutcd just south of McCurmi ·k Pin ·c next ((l th'
1 - 5~ exit rump on 25'h Strcd und MI.K Driv '.
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COLLEIIE

CHICAGO

Most Active Student Organization (s)
International Interior Design Association (!IDA)
Community Activism Award
Swrlenr Volumeer Organization
Multicul tural Aware n ess
Matters of Society and C ulture (M OSA IC)
Hillel
Most Outstanding Special Event(s)
International Student O rganization (ISO)
Hillel
Most Outstanding Student Org aniza tion President
Chris Schroeder (Baseball C lub)
Most Outstanding Studen t Org. Council Re p.
Rachel Winokur (Hill el)
Holl ey De Ruyter (Intervarsity)
M ost Outstanding Fundraiscr
Student Satellite C hafner of tlw Society or Proressional
Journalists (SSC/S PJ;
Most Outstanding SGA Sen a tor
Kend ra Hay
Courtney Wylie
Advisor(s) of the Year
Ana Maria Soto ( Latino Alliance)
Regina Wellner (MOSAIC)
Most Outstanding Ne w Student Organization
T he Curt Flowers Proj ect
Most Outstanding Organization
Latino Alliance
Campus Life Award
Fo1· excellen ce in buildi11g cmnpus
creating student awm·e11ess
Mia nne Adufutse
Lynn C lementi
Stephanie Dean
Nathan Gabbard
Michael Gallo
Michael Kalopedis
Vanessa Torres
Robyn Martin
Lauren Mclain
Maggie Ness
Karla Leal-Perez

comnumi~y

a11d

Congratulations to all student award recipients on behalf of the Office of Student Leaders hip and Student Affairs.
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Campus News

In a league
of her own
0 Theater faculty member retires after 20 years
By Monica Tapia
StaffWnler
Pauline Brailsford is perhaps
best known for her role as Miss
Cuthbert in the 1992 movie A
League of Their Own. But through
the eyes of her students. co-workers and life- long friend s at
Columbia. she is respected for her
dedication as a teacher and a me n-

tor to many.
No w Brail s fo rd, a full-time
Theater Department faculty mem·
ber, is retiring after more than 20
years of service to Columbia. After
direc ting he r last play. "She Stoops
to Conquer." a comedy featur ing
Columbia students. Brai lsford b
moving to San Francisco for personal reasons.
''I' ve been here so
lo ng. I just felt like it
was
time."
Brails ford said. "I'm
not getting a ny
younger.
Although most of
her time at Colum b1a
wa:, spent teaching
vo ice and speech
classe,, Braibford
a lso taught acting
and d~rected many
pla y;,
includ1ng
"Road." Columbia's
first promenade pro·
ductio n. while still
purs uing her own
acting career.
" I' ve had an interesti ng
life ."
Brailsford said . "'' ve
done a bit of everything in this profession. although I
would have liked to
Pauline Brailsford starred as M iss Cuthbert do more musica ls
(not pictured on cover) in the 1992 film 'A and
bit more
League of Their Own.'
movies

Fulbright

United States and other countries in
the world." Gainer said.
Fulbright applicants are required
to meet certain guidelines. suc h as
a U.S. c itizenship. Ph.D. or equ ivale nt status. teaching experience at a
college or university and foreign
language proficiency. However.
some requirements may be waived
dependi ng on what projec t they arc
applying for.
Fu lbright has
awarded
more
than 43.000 schol arships to both
academic
and
working profcs~ 1onal s since the
program s tarted in
1947.
N u t i o n w 1d c
there arc more
than 2.300 re prc
<.clllatl vc' o n col
lege and uruvcr~1ty campu'c'
work mg to pubhc 11c the program
and encourage co wo1ker- to
apply
Orecn ''"d \ he has \CCII 1111
H1Crca~>C '" lhr mnnhcr o l people
apviymg from Columb1u t\ nd
~ mcc Ihe IJII"-C'' lw' 1c luxcl.l
s hghtly. she h(lpc• more people
w1ll UJIIII y
The apphcn 11t>n proccNS tllll'
from March I thwugh AuK I . t111d
applicants literally huvc tht•uqunds
hstmv 111 c hoo~from
"Whut lhc prt>j!ram Is dolll[! I~
help1nll to lr!lcrnatltmnllzc cullc~c
catnpu.sc~ aMd unlvcrs ltles,'' Oulner
saitJ, "ll '1 rK~ only benenclnl fur
the lnstllullon but MIIKI
the ~IU•
dcntl lhllt gu lhere."

'-----...,.------J

mtJtUitl !lndttstandmg bctwurt the

Brai ls ford has experience in
movies . sitcoms and soap operas,
and has done voice-overs. but her
passion is direc ting. She has direct·
ed more than a dozen productions.
and IS a founding member of the
Court
Theatre
Profes!>io nal
Company and former Arti sti c
D~rect or for the Body Politic
Theater. Her televiSIOn a ppear·
a nce; mclude "M urder. She
Wrote" and the drama "Ch1cago
Sto ry."
"For the students. that [role in A
League of Their Own I was my key
to fame." Brail sford said. "Every
c lass. wi thout fail. asks me 'Tell us
a bout your role.' But I've do ne a
lo t of o ther th ings."
Bra ilsford began teac hing part
time at Columbia in 1979, but later
took some time off to pursue her
acting career. In 1995. s he returned
to Columbia as a full-time instructor and has worked with aspiring
acting students ever since.
Maximino Arciniega Jr.. a

Sale

Corrlinuedfrom Fm11 Page

and research, and they come back
with a wonderful experience."
Jan Erkert, a Dance Department
faculty member, received the
Fulbright scholarship last year and
1s teaching dance and c horeography at a school in Mexico until
August.
David Krause. vice president of
academic affairs. said Columbia
has seen an increased number of
recipients for the
award and hopes
more decide to
apply.
"Fulbrrght has
defm1tely opened
up and shown
mtere~t wtth the
art' and medta
field.·· Krause ~aid .
And \olumb1a
deftnllely f1l~ 1nto
that frekl ·
lf\ h.rd to tell exactly how
m•ny pr()fe<'>IJI'\ at ('r,lumbta have
heen •warded a I ulhn ght , but
( trcen pur~ the number drN: '" 25
S<>rTlc crliTle lo U1lumb•a w1th the
• ward and r>lher' leave Columb1<1
wl!h the award. (m:cn '"I(J
··we have the lendcn<..y to l1~1k 11t
the wr,.Jd through the len• of
1\rn~nLa." Krau ~;C ~a •d " WI!h
l ·ulllrtghl. the mc..re profc~•.r• "«
per..-JOally, !he nKtrc per•pcctrvc
they llrrng fnl(;k ttJ the •ttKien!M"
(J•tntr llgtee\ and AAid mMny
telf(;her- 8lter lhetr w rttC!Jift when
they (;(Jtll6 fnl(;k to 1\merk:a 111 part
~· ~~~ tA wh~t they c~~tlenud
bwflll
()Of 11\lerMII gtl!ll It kl lmp!ICI

Mona TapiW'The Chronicle
Pauline Brailsfo rd , fu ll-time theater faculty member, d irects a group of cast members during a
rehearsal for her final Columbia production , 'She Stoops to Conquer.' Brailsford is retiring at the end
of the semester after teaching at Columbia for 20 years .

ur

rur

After marrying and having c hildren,
Brailsford
moved
to
C leveland, where she began teaching children's theater and was a
vocal coach for E nglish dialects.
As she wrapped up her involvement in the comedic play, "She
Stoops to Conquer." Brailsford
found saying goodbye difficult.
for both her and her s tudents.
Jennife r Stuart, a Columbia senior and musical theater major. said
it is an honor acting in Brailsford's
last production at Columbia.
" I love her," Stuart said. "She's
so nice, very helpful. very giving
a nd a good teacher."
Caroline Latta, a full- time
Theater Department faculty member. said her relationship with
Brailsford is so close that they
often finish each other's sentences.
''I'm definitely going to miss her
because she's very, very involved
in the life of this department."
Latta said. "She's just a terrific
human being."

and it's a ll over the p lace."
Oberc said the event took about
a year to put together. Some
library workers acted as liaisons
to Columbia's departments to
dete rmine which books would be
kept in the collectio n for academic purposes and which wou ld be
sold.
The sale brought in more than
$ 1.800 from 2,000 books. which
Hale said will he lp fund stude nt-

centered acttvtttes in the library
and pay for more books. Ne"
year, she said. the library is look·
ing to make improvements to the
sale and possibly associate it with
its new me mbership and fundraising organization. Friends of the
Library.
Doerr said that next year the
library might hold a pre-snle and
c harge admission for those w ho
wish to arrive early.

Continu;xlfrom Fro111 Page

to the circulation desk with only
about 100 books.
"We tho ught a no ther approach
would be better. so we decided to
do it o n a grander scale,'' Hale
sa1d .
Mo>t of the library's advertising
for the sale was do ne around campus. said Pierce Doerr. collection
management assistant. but press
releases were sent to local publicatio ns invit ing those who are not a
part o f the Columbia community.
The lihrary opened the s ale
about 15 minut es before schedule
due to the number of people who
showed up earl y to get first picks
on the lx>Oks. Doerr s aid . During
thb 11mc. two wnrnen cnme with
ca nva> ba gs and purchased $400
worth o f books .
Pa trons we re pleased With the
\!lie . Acad e m1c ad v1scr Karen
Sn11th heard .1hout the sale
through 1111 C· mail \ hC rcCCIVeli
1111111 the hbrnry. nnd p1n dH1\Cd

-.cvcra l

Columbia graduate and former stu·
dent of Brails ford 's, said her classes were difficult. but extremely
helpful.
"She is very passio nate. very
dedicated and very pers istent,"
Arcin iega said. "She makes s ure
every s tudent uses their vocal
[c hords ! to the best o f their abilities."
Arc1niega currently resides 1n
Los Angeles. where he works for
the William Morris Agency. o ne of
the top talent age nc ies in the
nation .
O riginall y
from
England,
Brails ford grew up surrounded by
her fa mily's love for theater. Her
grandfather was a comedian and
her grandmother was a singer.
Brailsford's own parents were part·
time actors, directors and musicians.
"My father tried to train me to
beco me a si n ger," Brails ford
said. "but I a lways wanted to do
theater. I never even considered
anyth ing els e."

p~yc h ulogy

nnd wwncn·,

'·"d

\lnll'c' b<xtk' She
' he w,,,
I IIIli Ill !( ~\l 1111111 y lllll'rC\11111\
l111ok ,, s he hall to tu~c n1111c
nlllncy o ut of lhc bunk. ··1 knew
thc1c wou ld bo SIIIIIC good , cfcc
11011' ... Snuth snld " I'm a ll <>vcr
hx>k111g fur u hu • ~tnln C\jlCnlllly
w1th bt>oks ."
Kumko Os1Juwv1c h. u senior
poetry ml\)ur. hc utll ubout the sulc
frum her fricml. who tulll her he
Found some good poet i'Y huukg,
O~tnnuvlch sttld she thoul!hl lhc
library urgunlletl thll Mille we ll .
" It 's 11lcc tlitH It's til vltlctl IIIlo
~tltn1s lby gcmcJ," ~h sKir.J. " A
libraries hnvc liook su lc"
Jut

ur

Soniu1 phuiOIJI!If.Jh\1 me.jo1~ An\juln Pulido (tight) e.nd $~"'"''
Wlllioms IJ•owso cnrts o l buok!! duth1g the oook 1!111~:> 011 Mt\\ It\
In tha GolwniJIR Cullagl' LIIJmty, G:l•l S Ml h i1J!Itl AVt• t l1<• ~:II<'
broughl In mu•o lltnn

----------------------------~-----------------
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ow case
"Pieces of You"
The Writing Center invites you
to an Open House celebrating
an accumulative mosaic
of interdisciplinary artwork
created by students in
Introduction to Literature,
Introduction to Reading,
Poetry classes, and also
the Writing Center
Community ofWriters.
This event will be held in the
Writing Center Gallery

L

and w ill be catered by

\~\
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College officials appeal
decision on union vote
By JennHer Sabella

News Edlor
On May 16. college officials
announced their intention to appeal the
National Labor Relations Board's decision that Columbia sho uld count 42 of
the 60 challenged ballots from the Oct.
14 vote for a staff union at the college.
A statement from Mark Lloyd, assistant
vice president of marketing and communication, said, "The college decided to appeal
because a large number of the challenged
votes that the hearing examiner ruled should
be counted, belong to part-time faculty."
After six months of deliberation, the
NLRB hearing examiner suggested that if
the 42 challenged votes do not add up to a
union, the college should hold another elec-

tion. Joan McGrath, US of CC spoke~
woman and member, told The Chronicle m
April that the US of CC would not reque>t
a second election if the 42 votes were
recounted.
"We regret that they chose to appeal
the decision," said Micheal Bright. US
of CC member and administrative ass is·
tant in the Film and Video Department.
"We feel that those votes should be
counted. We don't know how long this is
going to take, but we're willing to stick
it out as long as we have to."
In his statement Lloyd said that "the
college believes that the staff has the
right to unionize, if the majority of the
staff believes a union is in their best

Erin lolashfThe Chronicle

Anne Davis, president of the Illinois Education Association, and Steve Vaughan, .
a member of the Illinois Education Association, rally for support May 9 on the
issue of Columbia's staff union vote.
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... AN"'D "'DONT FOR6cT!
Gow-.VV'ver\..C.e.VV'veV"vt is "J"v..l'\.e. st\t-... Order ~ov..r c.ere~~ .o V"v "DVD!
Visit www. c...oh~VV'v. ek./c...oW\-W\.er\..C.e.w-.eV"vt
tor tAl\ ~oi.A ned to know!

Go save.
Buy a Mac and get $100 to spend.
A Mac does everyt hing you expect a computer to do and
m ore. Every Mac runs M icrosoft Office, co nnect ~ ro anv network.
ilnd works searn le~~ly with Window\ PCs. It 3i<.G r n me\ wt th
yroundbredking so ftw,ue called iltfe '05. whtc:· l;•i <. o, nt' :!~
amazmg thmgs with your diqttill photO'>. movi ,·~..1110 m u'•C
So study111g is suddenly much more fun.
And m uch more affo rdable. in ad di tion to yo ur st udent d!\COtont.
you'll get S100 back by mail when you buy a quali fying iVl~c'
between May 2, 2005, and June 25. 2005.

Go download your rebate coupon now at
www.apple.com/go/buyamac.

Apple Store @ Columbia
623 S Wabash, Suite 205
~ponsored by your Apple lam pus Reps
312· 344 ·8MAC
www colum.edu/applestore
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Editor's note
The editors at The Chronicle
couldn't be more proud to publish o ur second First Year
Student supplement in the
paper. This simple installation
goes beyond j ust text and pictures, and speaks volumes of
the journalism program here at
Columbia. For the second time
this spr:ing, a group of tenacious, optimistic reporters sacrificed their free time · to put
together stories that they feel
have an impact on the lives of
Columbia's students. There is
no compensat ion and few
accolades attached to these
by lines. This venture is a labor
of love.
In this supplement Cyryl
Jakubowski
explores the
Journalism
Department's
future home, Eric K asang
shares his take on· how Social

Security changes affect students-if at all~nd Pamela
Mason profiles the newest
place for students to discuss
such topics. Renayle . Porter
analyzes some affordable
options in one of the city's
more storied cultural scenes
and Lauren Kilgore helps celebrate the summer with a tour of
the upcoming Grant Park festivals.
The Chronicle would love to
boast about how well we n urture talent, but these students
reported their stories with very
little d irection. They are the
future of this institution. We
are proud to showcase their
work.
-

A ndrew Greiner
Editor-in-Chief

The indepe ndent C orn s ervatory theater. located at 42 10 N.
Lincoln Ave , is currently showing "The Bad Seed- The
Mus ical" a nd tickets are only $6 on Thu rs da ys.
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Acting on theater deals
By Renay)e Porter
Contributing Writer

College students do not have
much money to throw around.
Entertainment can be expensive.
COs are almost $20. Movies are
about $ 10. And going to a restaurant? Might as well eat ramen
noodles and call it a night.
Going to the theater is not just .
for the wealthy.
Chicago is a wonderful city to
see great theater, but many of the
shows are way out of students' .
price range. If you are planning
to enjoy a musical, prices can run
more than $ 100.
But no need to worry: There
are a few good places to enjoy
culture for a bargain.
Before venturing onto the el,
catch a p lay at Columbia's
Theater Department. The department has all sorts of shows,
including freshman projects
(where fre shman actors perform
short productions) and concert
readings (famous musicals are
acted out).
For more info rmation, visit
http ://w ww.co lum.e du/ undergraduate/theater/department.php
or www.colum.edu for a calendar
of events.
Off campus, the best bet is
catching a performance of the
Blue Man G roup. Their wacky
drumming techniques and catchy
music make it a popular spot fo r
college kids. The best part is stu dents do not have to spend the ir
enti re paycheck to watch the
show.
Take advantage of "Student
Rush": Get to the Briar Street
Theatre b o x office, 3 133 N.
Ha lsted St .. two hours before
show tunc, and students can grab
two tickets for $25 with a school
ID. It may seem a little high. but
studcnt_s can save at least $20 and
be entertained for two hours.
Students usually do not think
much about listening to classical
music, but maybe they should.
C heck
o ut
the
C hicago
Symphony Orchestra. Students

P eople wa it to enter the Bria r S treet Theatre on May 19, a t
3133 N. Halsted , which has be en home to the Blue Man G roup
s ince 1997. The theatre seats more than 670 people
can get tickets for as low as $10,
if ordered two weeks in
advance--go to the orchestra's
website, www.cso.org/seasortcalender. For a performance that
day, it is only $ 15 with an ID.
There 's also a great music
package called MusicNOW, consisting of four shows for only
$20, or $10 for each performance. These concerts provide a
break from the rigors of work
and school.
One of the most interesting
deals comes from the Goodman
T heatre, located at 170 N .
Dearborn St. With "Tix @ 6,"
you can get tickets half-price at 6
p .m . before each night's show (or
before noon for matinee shows).
Sabra Zahn , box office manager for the Goodman Theatre, said
students can get an additional
discount.
"1l1e student discount is a subcategory of our Tix @ 6 policy,"
Zahn said. "So for evening performances, at 6 p.m., whatever
tickets that arc left in the mezzanine are h a lf~price at the window. If you have a valid student
ID. you can purchase one o f
these discounted tickets fo r $ 12.
Dring your student 10 as proof of
your student-status, and we recommend calling befo re going to
the theater to check on availabil-

ity."
One of the current shows at the
Goodman is " Silk," a tale of a
man who meets a woman in
Japan who changes ·his life. On
June 18, "Dollhouse" will premiere. This is a story of woman
who must decide whether to stay
or go after she discovers something disturbing about her husband and marriage.
For those with q_,u irky tastes,
go t o the inde p e nd ent
Com servatory ' ai 4210 N .
Lincoln Ave. It's current show is
called 'The Bad Seed- The
Musical!!" It involves murder,
deception and cross-gender casting.
According
to
Robert
Bouwman. artistic director for
Corn Productions, there i,'l a .special for six tickets at $6 each onThursdays.
"The discount was to assure
we had a large enough audience
on Thursday nights to do a show.
We also have $6 t ickets on
Wednesday ni ghts as well,"
Bouwman sa id.
For many more neighborhood
and conununity theaters around
your
area,
check
out
www.chicagoplays.com.
It is all about saving yourself a
few crump led up do llars and
enriching the senses.

Social Security issues confusing for students
By Eric Kasang
Contnbuting Writer

Ang •e Salinas ' eyes widened
and she excla •med, " Oh m y
god," when the q uestiOn was
po ~ed to her.
Jo,eph
W1dener ''
Jaw
d ropped and he reacted w1th
'.llmncd ttllcncc fr Jt ~coup l e scc rmd' after he wa• a•ked al)()ut 11.
'I he qucst1un\ were about a
COIIlentiUUS to piC that ha\ many
people, mc ludmg ' tudent •, 111
va rwu ~ Ktatc• o f eon fu, u•n :
S t1e1a l Sccunty.
Wl11lc po ht1ca l pu nd•t• rant
a ho ut cc1mum ic "dtuunnday"
<.ce n a r"'~ and ~ pll out an e mil e~'
l>arra~e '' ' number~. lucul •,Ill
dcto l\ undcrKtand the ~ t ak cH but
l uul the dc tad8 daunt m~ .
"'I hey dauce aruuud the '"' lie
fr,f Soc 111 l Secunty f, hu t they
ra lk ali'JU I the had ''"" c.• ." " " "
VIJtlcncr, 21r. r c l'e n m~ '" rlw
'' ;or e ta t.t • ~• he l e d ~ huth JHtill
11 al part Jcq ;o re ll <l fl ¥, 111 till'
<! tH 111 1Scw nt y 1k ha tc .

Widener, a sen ior transfer student majoring in arts, entertai nment and media management,
abo noted, "They don' t put it in
layme n's
term'
fo r
th e
Ameri can people."
Ramlall ( iuodW IIl , a rrc•lunan
advc rt i'im g m aJor, h ~l \ ~ 11 11 1ht r
fce l11 1g~ . " ft 'q CUilllllg o ff llltld·
d ied," Cioodw1n sa1d.
Ciood wm, I!!, whme father
work\ '" an advl\e l l'o1 the
Soc1al See unt y Ad nlln JSIJaiJ un,
' "'d tlwt a lt hough he h;" '"" 'e
1111de rs taud111t; ab11 ut the deba te,
nwuy o r Ius f11eud• arc ducle".
... , hey reall y do n' t ca re ahout
II ," l1e Hllld.
Alton M il ler, C'o illlllhlll '•• net
111 ~ d Jree tor ul pub lic re laiJC IIIS
lilll di CH, SUlC I the ~ t u d c ul
• e~piii i'Jc• arc tcllJJJK·
" f would lillY fHilldclll Hf tile
rep IC'ICIItU IIVC o f till' II VC III!Il'

A rncrt <an, uonc '" '' ex pert s,
~OIIIC l11 C VCIIoC d Ill ffl l" h tt'- ICN,
"OIII C

II IC

Hhii VIlHI I4 ,"

"IIIII

M li h-1, whu tcur ht· •r Jiufll ic:d 111 ~ 1
Y,IIVCII II IIr ll lll l Jlllhhl ldll iHIII/1

Leaders of Columbia's student po litical g roups ha ve the ir
own take o n the issues, but also
ag ree that stude nts find the
top ic bo th 1111po rt a nt and
tedious.
" I do hear a lo t of gut 1eactiun
th<~ ti, tudents l <Jtc agamst pn vaW <~ tJon ," S<JIC I R)<:Ul Duffy, pres·
llle nt u r ( 'ufu• ul>J a t 'nllege

Soc ial Security, the subject isn 't
we ighing on the ir minds.
" It hasn 't been one of the
mor~ popular topics. when it
co mes to politics a t thi s
school," he suid . Weinberg, 2 1,
noted that t h~ Patriot Act, gay
mnrringc and government li mding for grunts and lonns were
more impo rtnnt to Co lumbiu

"It hasn't been one of the
more popular topics, when it
comes to politics at this
school."
- M~

Weinberg, vice proeldont, Colurnblol College Domoc..-

f)e iiii iCI'U IS li nd II llllll kCill lf\
111111111. IIIII l>ll lf y, 23. Sllld thn t
he fi nds 1t dli1 Jctllt to stuy 11p 111
dutc 1111 the lutcHI tlt·tulls.
Mtd wc l W<' llthl' lt:. v1rc 111 c"
tlcut 11! the ( 't~llllll luu <'t~ ll qn·
YIIUIII\ Hcpuhllcuns 11111111 h' lt' VI·
'III II IIII N 11111 j111, suit! thut
ulthllllj•,h stutlc11ts 11111 y d i~t' II NN

studc11ts .
Wcm hc l!! hc iJcvcs n p11hlk
<khlllt' wou ld he n IISt' t\11 \VII }' Ill
c~ p l n111 Snc ull Scc ulll)' tn sill·
dcuts 1111d Y"'"'tt 111lults .
" l'cupk !cu11 1 '''"" '' 111111 usl..
I(Ul's tu•11• ' ' ' thl' Rcpuh lk nn
sulc uml usk qucstinns 111 the
lk lln>nut•c s •d•• inslt'Uit uf thi~

po intless bickering in classrooms," he said. " Le t's get all
of the facts out o n the table."
T he nucle us of this cont~ n tious debate centers on when
the " trust fund" will dry up.
to the
Soci al
Accord ing
Security Administration. that 's
2041 - whe n tod uy's 3 1-yearo lds will he 67. Unless the age
limit inc reases. anyo ne bo rn in
1960 or Inter is entitled to full
benefits nt 6 7.
From thnt po int, though. the
dchntc then pours o ut into riwrs
of numt•ric und lisen! interpret:\ ·

tiuns.
And the ho ttom line is the
m un<'}' invtl lvcd t•vokcs a n
npini<ln from nhm•st .-vcryunc .
"Thnt's w hy I'm putt inl( m •
n11mcy uwny," snicl Sn linns. 2. •
whn wnrl..s in the Lllll]l and is u
pnrt- ti nw st udt•nt nt 1\t\ll'h\ ll
( 'ollcl!l' ·
" I' m 11\VCS!IIltl ll t\1\ ', I' m
l!••inll lilcmlup kno,· killi! Oilll~'
kids' doors bcc1111sc I hnve ""
ll\O II~ y. "
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Festivals keep students downtown Journalism department

By Lauren Kllberg
Contlibuting Wrilers

or less the same reasons you are
there for-just to enjoy yourself,"
said Matt Norton, a freshman
computer animation major who
plans on attending this summer's
Blues Fest.
Norton went to the festival for
the first time last summer and
holds the experience fondly in his
memories. He had the opJiortunity to spend the entire day listening to music with his father.
Still, for others the summer festival season is a good reason to
stay inside or head as far away as

Columbia
helps
sponsor
SwmnerDance, an ongoing festival that offers participants the
chance to learn new moves. "It is By Cyryl Jakubowski
The Taste of Chicago and the
The space left open on the 13th
very popular with crowds reach- Contribuling Writers
Chicago Blues Festival are two
floor of the South Campus Building
priorities on Ryan Batten's suming numbers of 1,000 at times,"
will be used as a "shared space,"
mer to-do list.
said Mark Kelly, vice president of
Some say that space is the final according to Alicia Berg, vice presiBatten, a freshman interactive
Student Affairs.
frontier. But right now, it's the sub- dent of campus environment.
multimedia major, w ill be headHowever, Kelly added, "I think ject of discussion and the cause of
"The 13th floor is going to be
ing back home to Batavia, Ill., for
it's fair to say we don't have a some anxiety for the Journalism used as a buffer zone. It hasn't been
relationship with the rest of the Department.
the summer, but plans on spendpermanent yet as to who the fmal
festivals, s ince most of the stuing plenty of time in the city at
The journalism department is now occupants are going to be," Debish
summer festivals.
dents are gone from campus."
on the 13th floor of the South said . Possible new occupants
Many students are excited
While many full-time students Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan include the Liberal Arts Department
head home for summer, a group Ave., with its five-classroom setup, and F iction Writing, while some of
about the summer festival season,
of high school students gray carpets and narrow corridors. the remaining space may be turned
whether they look forward to the particular
who
are
part
of But the new department will be into a "homework lab" everyone
events or just see
Columbia's
Summer moving to the 33 E. Congress could use, Debish said.
them as something to
Institute are not only Parkway Building this summer,
The actual move will be done "indo.
attending class here, but once construction is completed.
house," meaning the Office of
"Big events downliving on campus as well.
The construction of the new space Facilities and Operations will supply
town here are always
But their involvement in is scheduled for completion by the boxes for the faculty, and help move
a lot of fun," Batten
the festivals is also mini- end of June.
desks, me cabinets and the rest of
said. 'They bring a lot
mal.
"I'm trying not to let it creep into the stuff bound for the new space,
of people together and
"The High School July,"
said
Mike
Debish, said Debish.
kind of provide someSummer Institute itself Columbia's vice president of faciliAs the moving deadline looms,
thing to do apart from
does not coordinate in any ties and operations.
many Journalism Department faculprogram-wide way with
the norm."
The price tag for the new project ty members are excited, although
summer festivals
in is $ 1.5 million, Debish said, and that some will miss their 13th floor
This year's festival
Chicago, but mdtvtdual comes
season is as full as
out
of
Columbia's views.
ever. "Our goal is
. Eric Oavlo!The Chronicle classes
may,"
said
"It is my understanding that none
Appropriation Fund.
to
fmd
some
Blues
ledgend
Hubert
Sumlm,
left,
preforms
w
tth
Stephame
Strati,
assistant
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"It's a capital budget that we of the faculty offices have windows.
rthin
ea gYto p1ease every-- David Johanson at the 2004 Chicago Blues Festival. director of admissions.
develop each fiscal year," Debish but rather what has been described
one," said Cindy Gatzioliz, direc- possible.
And individual students may said. "It's really driven by tuition. as a 12-inch vertical slit by the office
Alvin Lau, a junior poetry and as well.
tor of public relations for the
There's been good enrollment and door. For someone who loves natuMayor's Office of Special theater major, lives in the
"The students living on cam- we had more money available to ral light and likes being able to look
Events.
Lakeview neighborhood on the pus-we had 80 last year and will us."
outside ... it is going to be severe
For some Columbia students, city's North Side. He finds the probably have I 00 this yearDebish added that The Chronicle aesthetic withdrawal," Norma
the festival season can be a great festivals a bit irritating.
take advantage of all kinds of and Echo magazine will take up Green, director of the graduate jourexcuse to either make a trip back
" It just loses interest over public offerings that happen dur- about a third of the new space, with nalism program, wrote in an e-mail.
to the city or just get out.
time," he said. "It's a novelty at ing the term of the program, the other two thirds going to She added that she remains opti"I don't think I could stay away first, or if you're a visitor to the including any festivals that might Journalism Department faculty mistic and is "comforted that when I
from it if I wanted to," Batten city it's a good way to get a flavor be going on," Strait said.
offices and classrooms. Echo does really can't bear Das Boot anymore,
said.
of the place, but then it's just
Norton said he is going to not currently have space in the I can run out into traffic without havEven some of what is consid- repetitive."
make sure he goes to the Blues department and The Chronicle is ing to wait for the elevator." She
ered the downside to the festival
The summer festival season Fest. "It's almost uplifting seeing located in the Wabash Campus refers to the claustrophobic and harseason--like big crowds-is also provides Columbia with an how happy people are some- Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
rowing images in the U-Boat thriller
appealing to those students eager opportunity to push the idea that times," he said. " It just seems like
Jo urnalism Department Chair starring JUrgen Prochnow.
enough to attend.
the city is its campus, according people put their busy work sched- Nancy Day, as she flips through the
Day admits that the view is a loss.
'The crowds are there for more to college administrators. And ules aside and just have fun."
designer blueprints and artist rendi- "[For] those of us who have this
tions, said she believes that the new postcard view, it'll be a bit of a
space will enrich the Columbia shock," she said. "On the other
community.
hand, these [new offices] are so
"It's going to be really different," much more egalitarian. Everybody
phone number, while others just private school for nine years and Day said. " It's going to be a different basically has I 00 to II 0 square feet
By Pamela Mason
to their office, so it's much fairer. I
look than a lot of Columbia, too."
Contribuling Writer
add an ·online screen name as we all kind of lost touch afterAccording to the latest blueprints, think it \viii be really good for the
contact information. Favorite wards, but now with Facebook
Students all across campus are movies, quotes and interests are we all got close again," Dones The Chronicle and Echo will be department. We have outgrown this
housed on the Wabash Avenue side space."
finding their faces.
also common parts of the pro- said.
Hugo Perez, a part-time professor
The addition of Columbia to files.
For some, the Facebook isn't of the building, with windows overlooking the "urban landscape," Day in the department, said he's looking
the s tudent-designed website
Every profile then has a just a fad-it 's an addiction.
"I spend way too much time said, adding that the noise from the forward to the move. "It will focus
www.thcfacebook.com earlier " wall," an open space where
this semester has left many stu- others can write messages to the on here," said theater major elevated train that passes by is not as on the Journalism Department, in
dents feeling like they're attend- person for all to see.
Jessica Bettini. " [! do) every- big a problem as originally thought. what we hope will be a bettering a big-time school.
Keeping up with friends and thing from looking at random The faculty offices will grace the designed classroom atmosphere."
In addition to the office changes,
The Facebook site--an online social events is a key reason why profiles, searching for old Congress Parkway side of the buildthe department is rethinking pans of
ing.
community-was
launched students join. " I can't tell you friends, and joining groups. In a
The roomy space-occupying its curriculum. For example, some
publicly in February 2004 ,..,..,... . . . . .lll"'!l""l~P~~...P.I way Facebook is bad
19,000 square feet, minus the eleva- classes, like Media Ethics and Law,
as a way for students to
because it consumes all
tors and stairways-will feature may have larger enrollments to take
interact with people at their
of my time!"
schools and other colleges
Students log in to wide corridors, a new auditorium, advantage of a new auditorium that
on the site. Since then, it has
check messages and to big classrooms and various cutting will be pan of the department's
added more than 500 colsee who's "poking" edge, hi-tech improvements com- space. That way, Day said, "we can
share some really good guest speakleges and universities while
them-the equivalent of pared with the old space.
The floor will offer "students a ers."
more than 2 million users
a jab in the back of the
"It's like that new car smellarm while in math class. real multimedia experience," Day
have signed up for an
account. The site has no
Radio major Daniel said. The department will have mini- because it's new you can't put a
LaBuda said he's not DVD cameras and new computer value on it," Debish said. "All things
affiliation to the schools listed; schools are added when a
addicted to Facebook, but software. Some classrooms will fea- cons idered. I think everyone IS
excited about the move."
high demand is shown by the how many times I've heard, 'I'll he does "enjoy seeing who
student body.
remind you on Face book,"' said wrote messages or see who is
"Columbia students are into theater major Thorn Gaughan.
' poking."'
Facebook because, in a weird
Students can also form online
Students aren 't really sure
kind of way, [it) makes us feel groups for others with the same why Facebook has spread like
like Columbia is a 'real' col- interests. S ince Columbia is wildfire. Most join because they
lege," said Debbie Weiner, a lacking sports teams, Facebook, heard their friends from other
radio major. "We are connected Columbia Chapter, is up to its schools talking about the site.
to all of these colleges through ears in sports-related groups. The Facebook. com isn't graphiFacebook, and it makes us a part Another popular group is, " I go cally appealing, or technologiof something."
to Columbia College and can cally advanced; it's just cool.
Getting "facebooked" is easy. still form a coherent sentence."
"I thought there weren't any
Anyone with a school-issued e- This group has more than 300 [video) garners at this schoo~"
mail address from a featured members.
said television major Shaun
school can get an account. User
The site has a search function Harris. "But now that I have
profiles usually consist of a pic- that makes it fairly easy to locate started
[Video
Garners
ture and random information old friends. Columbia freshman Assemble!), the group I always
Jerry Sullivan, left, and Dan McGovern of Maron Electric review
about the person. Some students Nicole Dones found friends wanted, I've found like-minded
blueprints in the future office of The Columbia Chronicle on the
second floor of the 33 E. Congress building on May 20.
list a dorm address and their cell from grade school. "I went to a people."
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il1e newly formed
Cl¥atorial Rev.ew Boarcl win
loe reviewing proposals for:

FALL EXHBITION
CALENDAR.
To propose an exhiloition please go to:
HTTP:// CSPACES.COLUM.EDU/ OPPORTUNITIES
ancl dick on curatorial roles am responsi:liities

Who

shot..*~

sUomit: a pe-oposal?

Students, Faculty or Staff wllo have a compelling curatorial Idea
and the energy to see It through.

PROPOSAL DEADLINE:
Going away? Take advantage of the
PRE-SUMMER PROPOSAL DEADLINE:
TUESDAY, MAY 31ST.
Need a bit more time to think through your Idea?
PRE-FALL PROPOSAL DEADLINE:
5:00PM FRIDAY, AUGUST, 5

$STIPENDS$ PROVIDED
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let's play movie!
what happens when three Mississippi kids recreate
Raiders of the Lost Ark, shot for shot? magic.
page 6
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BreakinQ..
uown

BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
finishing some final projects no
longer seemed like the daunting
tasks I had made them out to be.
Until my laptop died.
An avid follower of the "save
early and often" rule of thumb, I
always made sure to save documents as I was working on them.
But during the three-and-a-half
year relationship I had with my
iBook (predictably named
Bookie), I had never had a problem with losing files. Then on the
very day I set out to finish everything I had never finished in my
life (or so it seemed), I was
greeted with the ominous question mark Mac owners never
want to see. It flashed on the
screen, taunting me. "Na na na
na, you should have backed
things up. Na na na na, you
should have finished things earlier."
Before panicking, I took the
computer to the Apple store,
known for having the "Genius
Bar," where experts can easily
assess the damage and, well, fix
it. Or so I thought.
My "genius" was Chad. His
name alone seemed promising.
"Chad is a name for a person
who can save my files, and save
my life," I thought.
"Sorry, there's nothing I can
do," Chad said, with the somberness of an emergency room
doctor greeting the family of
someone he'd just lost on the
table. "lfs the hard drive."
I wanted to scream. Cry. Faint.
Three weeks from graduation,
and I had lost everything. It didn't help that my warranty had
expired months before, and it

I am two weeks away from
graduation-maybe.
After four (yes, just four) years
at Columbia, I was in the midst
of finishing (or at least, attempting to finish, thinking about
attempting to finish, or thinking I
should really stop procrastinating
about thinking about finishing)
everything I had to do for my last
semester of college.
Last week I told myself, "This
is it. Three more weeks. It's go
time." OK, I probably didn't say
"go time," but maybe. I'm known
for saying random things that
don't make much sense. But I
digress.
So, last week I decided it was
time to re-focus on school. I had
spent the majority of the semester, if not the year, busy with
work, trying to find work, procrastinating and stressing out
about all the work I had to do but
was not doing. But last week, I
swear, I was ready. I was going
to put an end to all the stress by
actually accomplishing something other than writing this column and going to a show or a
movie. I was in productive mode.
Hey, I even managed to hit the
gym three times last week. So,

would cost $300 just to replace
the hard drive. I contemplated
getting Bookie fixed, but it just
didn't make sense for me to
spend that much on a computer
that was no longer under warranty. I had lost everything anyway, so I figured I'd just hope to
graduate and get a new laptop
after I did. So, no big deal.
But, back to the fact that I had
lost everything. Chad was sure
to print out official Apple documents entailing the damage to
my poor laptop. He suggested
that maybe, just maybe, if I
showed this to my wonderful
teachers at Columbia, they'd
understand and give me some
extra time to make things up.
Since I lost everything, I would
have to start from scratch. Not
an easy thing to do when you
lose an entire semester's worth
of work.
So all week, I've run around
frantically to classes-sent
numerous apologetic e-mails
explaining my situation, afraid it
would sound like a big lame
excuse. I was never the kid in
school to say the dog ate my
homework. Actually, I never
needed an excuse because I
was never as busy and always
had things done on time. I maintain that I don't have senioritis.
I'm not a slacker. I planned on
finishing everything once and for
all. I want to graduate. I want As
orBs.
lfs not my fault my laptop ate
my homework. And I have the
documents to prove it.
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The New York Post reports that the 1
newly blonde Lindsay Lohan and 1
House of Wax star Elisha Cuthbert I
have bot.h read to star opposi~e Tom:
CrUISe In MISSIOn ImpOSSible 3. I
Scarlett Johansson has previously 1
turned down the role. Perhaps Ms. I
Johansson is worried that old-man :
Cruise will hit on her in his current 1
much-younger-woman dating streak, 1
which is why Lohan will probably end I
up cast as the love interest.
:
I
I

I

-------------------------------~

Check out the Sleepwalk
M<JgaLino Release Party at
Htdoout. 1354 W. Wabansia St.,
on May 28 at 9 p.m. Local band
W<Jtchors will provide music and
th"ro wtll ty, r<J<Jdtngs by John
!Act I<JIIy, Joe Mono, [llzaboth
Cr;mrJ :md Jonathan Mosstngor.

~-----------------

Thinking of prostitution? Think
again, after attending "Challenging
the Misconceptions of Prostitution"
on May 24 at the University of
Chicago, in the School of Social
Service Administration Building at
969 E. 60th St. The forum will discuss women in the sex trade and
what Chicago is doing (or not
doing) to help women oxlt the profession.

-------------------------------------

Jamie Murnane jrnurncrna@c hronlc lomoil .com - 312.344.8565
Trlsh Bendix - tbondlxrllichronlclemall.com - 312.344.7521
Todd Burbo

tburbolt7/c.hronlc lomoll.com 312.344.7086
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'Forza' takes the checkered flag
Online play helps X box racing simulator surpass Gran Turismo standards

By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor
Plenty of racing games have
tried to share GT's market,
such as Sega GT and the Test
Drive series. But until now, all
have failed. Even the Top Gear
franchise, which earned a reputation as a quality game on the
original NES system 10 years
before GT, could not stand up
against it.
Where others have failed ,
Forza Motorsport succeeds
brilliantly. Powered by the
Xbox's brawny processor (733
MHz to PlayStation 2's dainty
294 MHz), Forza beats GT4 for
all the right reasons: It has
impressive physics, beautiful
graphics and, most importantly,
online gameplay. During the
years of GT4's development, it
was consistently touted as the
first of the series to allow online
competition, but when it was
finally released, fans got a
shock: No online play and not
even a warning of the coming
disappointment.
Forza's release, while extensively delayed, brought no such
surprises. Xbox Live compatibility was promised, and sure
enough, players can not only
race online opponents, but also
trade or sell cars, create car
clubs and post their best lap
times, all through the magic of
broadband. As an added

"I coulda been a contender.•
If video games could speak,
every racing simulator created
in the past seven years would
be quoting Brando.
The champion these games
are attempting to unseat? Gran
Turismo (G7). a four-part series
that has held the throne since
its first incarnation, in 1998 on
The
Sony's PlayStation . ·
game's biggest draw is its
sometimes fnustratingly realistic
physics engine, which forces
each car to adhere to its reallife performance standards.
The GT.ser:ies·is also renowned
forJ'i·~st library of officially
>Heensed .cars (GT4 has more
~'lhan'"'too) and famous race• racks.from across the globe.

'' ~·

bonus, Xbox Live's communicator headset allows you to talk
a constant stream of trash as
your friends follow you across
the finish line.
However, online play means
nothing if the game you're playing is crap. Forza makes it
worthwhile by taking realistic
physics, and adding features
that GThas been sorely lacking
for years. For instance, realistic
vehicle damage ensures that
you can't just bounce off a concrete wall to make a 90-degree
turn, as you can in GT. Try it in
Forza, and you'll find your
bumper hanging off, and your
front alignment destroyed .
Good luck trying to keep your
car on the track.
Forza's advertising tagline,
"You are what you race,'' shows
that Microsoft is most proud of
the game's customization feature-and they should be. The
game's designers seem to
have noticed the popularity of
Need for Speed Underground,
a game that focused more on
designing your car's image
than the actual racing.
In a brilliant move, Microsoft
combined the endless vehicle
possibilities
of
design
Underground with the realism
of GT. As a result, every chump
you pass on Xbox Live will have

a distinct look, so you can be
sure it's the same person when
you're lapping him.
To attract true car nuts, a
game needs to have officially
licensed products. Forza doesn't let them down. Not only are
the cars official replicas, featuring slats sent straight from the
manufacturers, but every part
you can attach to them carries
a real brand name, from Bomex
and Wings West body kits, to
HKS turbos, to Sparco racing
seats.
GTseems to try and retain its
crown through sheer numbers,
most notably in its 700-plus
cars compared with Forza's
more than 250. The strategy
looks good on paper, but in
reality, the numbers are padded
by ridiculous additions, such as
the
four
versions
of
Volkswagen's Beetle and no
fewer than six mullet-worthy
Camaros. Vehicle choices
seem to have been made at
random: There are 16 VWs in
GT4, and yet the fan-favorite
Corrado is nowhere to be
found. Forza gets straight to the
point, featuring only the
Corrado <!nd VW's newest powerhouse, the R32. With only the
best and brightest from more
than 50 manufacturers, 250
cars is more than enough.

Real-life tracks are just as
important as real cars, and
Forza comes through with all of
the greats. Players can tackle
the hill of Laguna Seca. speed
through Nring Nordschleife.
and watch photo-realistic versions of Tokyo, New York City
and Rio de Janeiro fly by in a
blur. There are 17 tracks in all,
ranging from top speed stadium
courses to tight autocross
tracks.
The folks at PlayStation seem
to sense the serious threat that
Forza, an Xbox exclusive,
brings to the GT series. GT4 is
being billed as "The Real
Driving Simulator," a tagline
that sounds more paranoid and
defensive than proud.
Thanks largely to its online
play, Forza wins this round. But
will the franchise be here to
stay? With next-generation
consoles looming on the horizon (the big three have all been
360,
announced:
Xbox
PlayStation 3 and the Nintendo
Revolution), the relevance of
current titles isn't guaranteed to
last past this Christmas. There
will surely be a GT5 in years to
come, and if its developers are
remotely sane, that version will
be online. Whether or not Forza
will rise to that challenge is difficult to say.

.

Help create a family.
C:Rt~first and most highly
respecteJprbgfamJslooking for

the following:
EGG DONORS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
take medication and undergo a minor surgical
Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAL SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at least one child.
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WECARE

Apartment & Roommate Marketplace

LUXURY APARTMENT HOMES
700 S. FEDERAL, CHICAGO
Studios
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms

from $865
from $1095
from $1695

Call about our specia ls now! 312.427.0200

pri nterssq uareapts@wa llc.co m
waterton property management

1-877-FOR-RENT
Long Term
Short: Term

List Apartments
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Out of The Woods
Sleater-KinneVs new sound reflects change

By J enn ifer Sabella/News Editor
For the past three years.
many fans of the female rock
tno Sleater-K1nney have been
wondering where the Portland
band has been hiding. From
g1ving b1rth to record ing 1n studios. Carrie Brownstein, Gorin
Tucker and Janet Weiss have
been keeping busy and they
hope their latest record. The
Woods. will answer any burnIng questions.
The Woods, set for release
May 24, is heavier. angrier and
more powerful than anything
the band has attempted in the
past. Tucker"s intox1ca t1ng
vocals. Brownste1n's lengthy
guitar solos and We1ss's pulsating drumbeats have never
sounded more 1ntense.
The band's new sound 1s one
of many changes they've made
dunng the1r three-year h1atus.
Sleater-K1nney left the1r longtime label K1ll Rock Stars
beh1nd for the b1gger Sup Pop
Records and is gearing up for a
tour that hits Ch1cago June 16.
The politically charged One
Beat, released during the Iraq
war, left no question about
what Sleater-Kinney thought
about the conflict. The song
also showed the band's contempt with a music industry that
seemed to be plummeting
downhill. The problem w ith the
new record, according to
Tucker. is how to address the
s1de that lost in the electiontheir side.
"Music has a soul to it and a
mean1ng to 1t," Tucker said. "I
think part of where the anger
on th1s record comes from is
see1ng the corporate takeover
of rock music that's happened,
espec1ally in the last 10 years.
See1ng how completely meanIngless most of the rock music
of today IS, we're JUSt presentIng someth1ng that actually has
content to ~ . I think the political
content on this record 1s really
subtle and it's exploring the
1nter10r of the side that lost in
the election. It's more subtle,
but rt's definitely there •
Political subtlety IS something different for SleaterKinney. as well as lhe1r new.
h<Jav1er sound For a band that
has been ilruund more than 10
J'lars. an fl/perimental album
r-an be a death ~ontence, leavln<J long llrn'l f::>n~ <tllenatod
;md nf'!W'lr fan~ confused But
Sl!later 1"1nnoy. w1lh lho help of
1nd1e ror:~
prr>rJ11cer Dnve
FnrJm~:~nn (lh'l rnon b'lh1nd Ilie
Fl.,mlflg L11~. Mercury ~""' nnrl
Mr>qwa1) pulled off the new
i>lbum brilliantly. tucking ant1
Duhyll rants and frustration
Mth lhe mu!llc 1nduc:try under a
blank91 (Jf heavy bass and rJistrJtl&d (}UIIer !I<Jio'l

From lett to right: Sleate1-Kinney vocalist Carin Tuc ker. drummer Janet Weiss and guitarist
Carrie Brownstein. out of the woods and onto Sup Pop Records Tuc ker says she admires the
band's long-time label. Kill Rock Slars

"Music has
a soul and

a meaning
to it."

'We really took a year to
this record ," Tucker said.
'We threw away a bunch of
material and we wrote a lot of
stuff. We had somewhere we
wanted to go with It I think the
amount of passion on this
record is kind of surprising after
10 years"
The mus1cal quality 1n Tho
Woods 1s a result of the band's
10 yoars together. Tucker said.
Bu t Brownstein ond Tucker
starlod their musicol lovo offair
nearly 1J yoars ogo
"Cilrno ond I mol In 1992 ul o
show ot my firsiiJnn<l. lloovens
lo Betsy," ruckor said "Silo
rmd<Jd up rnovinp lo Olympio,
[Wash .1 on<l joined the bond
[tcuse 17 Our bantls ployod
together lor e couple years We
c:larted the bantl. C a~rlo and I,
really just lor lun We liked
eeoh others' talent as songwrtt-

wr~e

ers and guitar players."
Weiss joined the band in
1996, after Sleater-Kinney's
previous drummer didn't work
out. and they've been recordIng albums and touring together ever since. Unfortunately.
many critics and fans haven't
been able to let go of Tucker's
riot grrl roots- sometlmg that
Tucker said is often difficult lo
deal with.
Riot grrl was a rnuslc movemont that peaked around the
same time as grunge in ttuil outskirts of Seattle Bonds llko
Bikini Kill , Bratmobile (IIHI
Heavens to Betsy wore known
for lhelr lmrdcoro punk sound.
laced with a feminist ugondo
Although Tucker embraces ho1
past as a riot grrl, sho sold
Slealor· Kinney does not Ill Into
that category.
"I think that [Sieeter-Khmoyl

has tried to be a three dimensional band," she said. "Our
gender is part of our identity,
but it's not the only thing we
want people to notice about
ourselves and our music. It can
be frustrating for us to feel, like
in people's final analysis of us.
as. 'Oh it's a girl band.' We
have a lot going on as human
beings and being women Is
part of that. but we've really
worked hord 111 our musician·
ship ond our writing over the
yours ond we want that to
romoln with people as well."
Musicianship Is something
thnl CliiiiO wllh yonrs of working
with tho sn111o two womon,
I uckm snltt. but the bond hos
ol~o found IOCOnt CUIIIIort In
thoh 11ow I111Jol . Sub Pup
Roco1tis
Hands the Postal
So1v1 o, Hot Hut Hoot and lhe
Sllh 1~ me nil un tho Se11ttl(>

based label, which provided
some
much
·appreciated
change for Stealer-Kinney.
"[The change] has been a
really good difference of having
a very motivated team of people that works really hard as
record label. I mean, [our previous label] Kill Rock Stars is a
great record label, but its definitely more of an artists' label
and there are only a couple
people there," Tucker said.
"So, Sub Pop has been good
for us because they have a
team of support people who
can help us with promoting the
record, selling the record and
touring- all of the different
aspects of being in a band. It's
been really great to have that
support behind us."
Sub Pop's ability to save the
band time is important. since
time is something that is short
for the band's members. They
recently wrapped up a short
European tour for The Woods
and start a U.S. tour in late
May. Despite long tours, having
a family while being in a band
isn't so bad, Tucker said . She
has a 4-year-old son. Marshall,
and is married to filmmaker
Lance Bangs.
"It can be difficult but it also
can be really fun to have them
come along and get to go
places,· Tucker said. "My son is
four now and he's looking forward to getting on the tour bus
and bringing his toys along.
He's a really good traveler, so
that part of it is fun."
Sleater-Kinney
concerts
have few rivals. Tucker said the
best part of being in StealerKinney is playing live. which
makes for one hell of a show.
The band has a reputation for
leaving audiences dumbstruck
"I just really enjoy perform1ng
with Carrie and Janet." Tucker
said. "They're really talented.
and I think we have great
chemistry on stage and 1t
comes through.·
Traveling the world is also a
perk. The band recently played
Bergen, Norway. Tucker said 1t
was one of the most interesting
places she's played. Japan and
Australia are also hot spots for
the band.
As the band ge rs up for
another few months on t1 bus.
fans neod not worry Tucker
said she hopes the future of
SIMII:!N<inney will be a bt-ght \lf~
"I think th1s mcol\1 is olll\l ro
presen t some reolly \l't>;:~t
opportunlti •• ru 1\(>1 ~;lid
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Funkadesi embodies musical diversity
Band persists despite tragedy, brings wide variety of sounds to HotHouse

By Tiffany Breyne/Staff Writer
With the motto "one family,
many children," Funkadesi sing
of embracing each other's love
and ending the war between
nations.
While these may not be new
concepts, Funkadesi relays
their love for each other and life
through their love of Indian,
reggae and funk music.
"The message we're sending
out is that we come as who we
are; we're about getting past
surface differences," said
Rahul Sharma, the band's

bassist and sitar player. "We
get beyond the B.S. of racism
and ignorance. We want to
show what would happen if
everybody just got together,
vibed together."
Funkadesi will be sharing
their musical message at midnight at HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo
Drive, on May 27. With nine
members, the band is guaranteed to offer up a diverse and
intriguing show for their audiences.
Each member is focused on
different aspects of the music.
While Sharma studies Indian
music because of his heritage,
he said his basis is still blues
and funk music.
The lead singer, Valroy
Dawkins, was born and raised
in Jamaica, and percussionist
Carlos Cornier, a former
Columbia student, was born in
New York and specializes in
Puerto Rican music.
With such widespread backgrounds, Funkadesi sounds
reminiscent of Bob Marley jamming in a hookah bar.
Cornier said he was first
interested in the percussive
instruments when, as a 16year-old,
he
attended

Woodstock, the famous
four day '60s rock 'n' roll
festival.
"There I was at this festival and this band, now
known as Santana, comes
on that no one knew at the
time," Cornier said. "They
were heavy duty, Hendrixstyle Latin rock. They
rocked my world." He got
his first conga a year later
as a birthday present, and
the rest is history.
During
performances,
Funkadesi's jamming style
allows the audience to get
involved with their contagious dancing and clapping. Above and left: The members of Funkadesi share their unique brand of
The stage is constantly music and dance.
swarming as the members ' - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - ---'
move to their individual
According to Sharma, the very beginning, was the druminstruments, grooving with the band started mixing American mer and percussionist, and
music with Indian music, then also focused on African dance.
music.
Sharma
met
Dawkins added a funk and reggae vibe,
Despite the loss, Funkadesi
through Meshach Silas- the and it just grew from there.
continue to march on and keep
"It's people of all shades hav- busy with their performances,
late drummer of Funkadesi more than 10 years ago. After ing fun, and that's the beauty of and are in the early stages of a
much convincing, Sharma, it," Cornier said.
new album. Cornier said 20
Unfortunately,
Funkadesi years from now he wants peoDawkins and Silas started the
band. Cornier, former film and experienced a tragedy this ple to remember Funkadesi
video student at Columbia, year, when they lost Silas in simply as a fun band, because
joined the mass of drummers February, just five days shy of that's what life and the band
and immediately fit into the his 44th birthday. Silas, who are all about.
groove.
played with the band since the
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a borrowed plot
Three Mississippi boys· project comes full circle at Film Row
BY ADAM J. FERRINGTON I CONTRIBUTING WRITER
hris Strompolos and Eric
Zala, or the "Raiders
kids," as they have come
to be known, aren't children anymore. Their specific claim to fame-something that any
aspiring filmmaker would drag themselves over broken glass for-started
out a fluke; a mad idea born in the
back of a school bus. What they ended
up with was a shot-for-shot "adaptation"
of Steven Spielberg's Raiders of the
Lost Ark that consumed eight years of
their lives, cost more than $5,000 and
nearly destroyed their friendship. And
they couldn't be happier.
Raiders of the Lost Ark: The
Adaptation, as it has officially been
christened, is a dedicated opus by a
pair of precocious and introverted kids
from Biloxi, Miss .. The film has grown
from a flicker on the fringe of American
cinema into a creative segment of the
Hollywood mainstream, propelled by a
surge of media attention, most notably
a feature-length article in Vanity Fair in
March 2004 and appearances on
NBC's "The Today Show" and "The
Late Late Show with Craig Kilborn."
The account of their endless summer is
currently being developed into a feature-length motion picture called
Backyard Resistance, with director and
comic book artist Dan Clowes (Ghost
World, Eightba/1 Postcards) writing the
script. What seems impossible, the
pipe dream of a fledgling group of
auteurs is fully realized, and the end
result is elating.
Watching the Chicago premier, with
Strompolos and Zala in attendance at
the Film Row Cinema at Columbia,
1104 S. Wabash Ave., as part of the
Future Filmmakers Festival, it's impossible not to be consumed by the sheer
audacity and virtuosity flickering before
you. This is no mere fan film or clumsy
homage; it's a genuine work of artistry
embedded with moments of piercing
brilliance that render the majority of
Hollywood films embarrassing by comparison. Of course, The Adaptation
can't be distributed or shown for profit
in any capacity, something the crowd
present at the screening was deeply
disappointed about. As it exists, The
Adaptation is only for what Strornpolos
and Zala call "educational purposes-to
be screened for aspiring film makers
and as a reminder of the joys of being
a kid."
While most 10-year-olds spend their
summers staging water balloon skirmishes and constructing tree forts,
Strornpolos and Zala, along with their
friend, makeshift special effects wizard
and director Jayson Lamb, were
painstakingly choreographing real battles and building elaborate sets in the
gloom of their parents' basement with a
frightening attention to detail and craftsmanship that is rarely found outside of
a southern California soundstage. The

C

idea of a group of 12-year-olds running .ar
around in the woods with a cumber~~
some Betamax camcorder "playing
~~
movie stars" sounds saccharinely
endearing, until you witness the
ne
footage of a baby-faced Strompolos as IE
Harrison Ford trading punches with a ~~
miniature Nazi thug while on fire.
01
Suddenly, it becomes so much more.
l9
"That scene put filming on hold for
!)(
the summer," Strompolos said, with a ~
laugh. "[Our parents] wouldn't let us
resume filming until they came up with 11
the idea of 'adult chaperones.' To get
I
around that, we had to find someone
1
even more irresponsible than us."
ki
Where most kids would have abandoned the project altogether after near- iS
ly burning down their parents' house
and losing the unrestrained freedom
and resolute destruction that accompanied such a massive feat, Strompolos,
Zala and Lamb instead dug in deeper, r
enlisting the help of dozens of their
friends and schoolmates, as well as a
revolving crew of adolescent siblings _
and "indifferent" relations to a "chaperone," in addition to operating motor ·
vehicles when necessary.
"We learned a lot in the early stages
of filming, particularly the scene in
Marion's bar when we almost burned
down the house," Zala said. "After that,
we were a little more discreet. And we
especially learned how to improvise.•
Improvise they did. For three kids
with "nothing to do in Mississippi," as
Zala put it, they pooled their resources
for materials they needed and adapted
accordingly for items that were scarce
or unprocurable. The Nazi MercedesBenz used for the Ark's transportation
and the staging ground for Indiana's
iconic fight in, on and under, was an
engineless pick-up truck donated by a
neighbor and repainted.
"Every shot with the truck, there was
someone either pushing it or towing,"
Strompolos said. "The brakes didn't
work, so if you wanted to stop it, you
had to pull on a hammer tied to a rope
that we rigged to the brake cables.·
The poisonous asps at the bottom of
the Well of Souls consisted of garden
snakes donated by a local group of animal wranglers and painted rubber hosing. The one-eyed Arab's mischievous
spider monkey was substituted with
Strompolos's puppy, Snickers.
"There was a shortage of spider monkeys in Biloxi at the time," Strompolos
said. "Try as we might-and we tried
hard- we couldn't get our hands on
one. Finally Eric [Zala] said, 'Why don't
we use Snick?' And it made sense; he
was a good dog, he followed orders
and he was small enough to sling over
my shoulder, so, we went with it."
With most of the small Incongruities
smoothed out or regretfully omittedthe only scene missing Is the delightfully gory fight with a German mechanic
under the moving propellers of a flying
wing alrcraft- Zala. Strompolos and

f

"We stuck the Ark in
my parents' attic, but

somewhere along the
way they decided
to remodel. Now
the opening is too
small to gef it out."
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Lamb plunged forward, eventually
storyboarding and filming 649 shots.
"Back then video stores didn't exist
yet, so we had to go off our collective
memories of the film and any material
we could get," Strompolos said. "We
had the published screenplay and the
comics, but early on we used a bootleg [audio] recording of the film that
took us two tries to get. I went into
the theatre wrapped in two layers of
winter clothes with a tape recorder
underneath and got caught."
By the time they were sophomores
in college, the movie was completed,
due in no small part to the seven
years worth of contributions and
assistance that the trio's word-ofmouth had produced.
The attic and garage of Zala's parents' house were bulging with more
than half a decade's worth of props
and sets-a 12-foot paper macM
boulder, piles of bricks hand painted
with Egyptian hieroglyphs, dozens of
hand sewn costumes and the Ark
itself.
"We stuck the Ark in my parents'
attic, but somewhere along the way
they forget it was up there and decided to remodel ," Zala said. "Now the
opening to the attic is too small to get
the Ark out, so I guess there'll be a
surprise waiting for whoever buys the
house."
There were also two trips to the
emergency room, missing eyebrows
and another unfortunate incident with
pyrotechniques, although not nearly
as bad as the initial accident in the
basement. Most distressing, however,
was the fracturing state of Zala and
Strompolos's relationship, wound
exceptionally tight after years of consistent and sometimes overwrought
contact, and finally snapping because
of a girl.
"'We saw each other every day, and
I mean every day," Zala said. "We saw
each other in school; we worked on the
film together. When we weren't shooting, we were talking about shooting.
We did this for seven years ... and at
the end, it was between a girl."
For Strompolos, who ironically and
quite fittingly received his first kiss during filming with friend and co-star
Alexandria Rodriguez, the offense and
its accompanying frosty distance were
merited.
After the summer following the film's
completion and their fallout, Zala went
back to film school at New York
University, taking a copy of the edited
film with him. It sat on his shelf, occasionally finding its way into a VCR for
late-night showings among friends, or
copied and used as currency among
the small clique of enthusiastic bootleggers and tape swappers. For 15 years,
the tape circulated among film buffs,
until Los Angeles-based director and
tape-swapper Eli Roth came upon a
copy of the Lost Ark.

Top: Chris Strompolos (In blac k) and Eric Zala at the Film Row Cinema at Columbia.

Immediately captivated with the work,
he passed the copy on to friend and
Austin-based Internet journalist Harry
Knowles, who runs the fan-favorite
movie website Ain't it Cool News. It
was, according to Knowles, "love at first
sight." A few days later, during a
Hollywood meeting, Roth passed a
copy to Steven Spielberg, telling him in
earnest that he simply had to see it.
Spielberg is said to have wept with joy
upon viewing it.
In February of 2003, Zala received a
signed letter from Spielberg praising
him and the friends he hadn't spoken
with in years, and letting them "know
how impressed I was with your very
loving and detailed tribute to o ur
Raiders of the Lost Ark. I saw and
appreciated the vast amounts of imagination and originality you put in your
film . Again, congratulations. I'll be waiting to see your names someday on the
big screen."

Oddly enough, it took a movie worthy
moment, so idyllic it was almost scripted, to erase the dispute that had been
hanging between them. Zala, who has
been working in the video game industry, and Strompolos, an actor, have
both abandoned their jobs to form their
own production company called, appropriately enough, Rolling Boulder
Productions.
Much like a rolling boulder, the
momentum that Zala, Strompolos and
Lamb built more than 20 years ago is
still going strong.
"It still amazes me to see how people
react whenever we screen it," said
Strompolos. "In truth, it still amazes me
sometimes."
"Ten years after we finished shooting
it, and I would still have dreams about
it," Zala said. "This was my childhood
... Not many people have the opportunity to have all the good parts of their
childhood on tape. I'm lucky."
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'Crash' into me
'Million Dollar Baby' script writer explores
racism from all a ngles with latest film
By Hayley Graham/Staff Writer
Starting at the end and carefully working
its way back to the beginning, director
Paul Haggis' film Crash allows the audience to piece together different stories that
"crash" into one another and unravel in the
final scenes.
The film's tone is set early on when two
young African-Americans, discussing
racial stereotypes as they stroll through an
upscale Los Angeles neighborhood, suddenly pull out guns and ca~ack a white
man's Lincoln Navigator. As it turns out,
the man is the district attorney.
From here, a suspenseful crime drama
unfolds-{)r rather, folds-as seven stories become twisted and tangled within
each other, depicting racism as it affects a
variety of people.
A store owner, corrupt cops, an ambitious district attorney and his prejudiced
wife, a Latino locksmith, two AfricanAmerican ca~ackers, an African-American
director and his wife, and a middle-aged
Asian couple are a carefully chosen crosssection of society designed to show all
sides of racism and stereotypes. This firsthand look at racism from every angle is
enlightening, and offers a useful lesson for
every moviegoer.
The cast is led by Don Cheadle, a cop
struggling with family and corruption; Matt
Dillon, a bigot cop who is watching his
father fight health problems; and Brendan

Fraser, the district attorney married to an
arrogant wife played by Sandra Bullock.
Crash jumps around to tell each story,
thereby creating suspense as we watch
the characters' lives unwind and collide
with one another.
The acting is powerful and easy to
relate to. Audience members are likely to
see a little piece of themselves in at least
one of the characters. The all-star cast
portrays the raw and sometimes politically-incorrect emotions of their characters.
Haggis also wrote the script for the
2005 Academy Award winner Million
Dollar Baby.

Crash is an awesome story of intense
personal conflicts that lead to eye-opening encounters. This movie leaves an
impression long after seeing it, and stimulates thoughts about your life and personal struggles.
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Hello, Dollies
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New York's most infamous cross-dressers reunite minus three original members
By Scott Carlson/Contributing Writer
It's been nearly 35 years available from the Johansensince the New York Dolls Sylvain era of the '70s, it's
released their now eponymous quite clear that the twd have a
self-titled album, which kick- better understanding today of
started
with
"Personality what a New York Dolls show
Crisis," a song about image should be than they did back
confusion and the inability to then.
function with social groups. It's
Make no mistake, the current
doubtful that the band might Dolls lineup rocks. Good, loud
have thought the
and in tune-it's an
song would one day ~
ONCERT even better deal than
be used to wrap up
just getting to see the
concerts performed
legend. For what they
are, they're better than
by a band calling
itself the New York
the real Dolls were
Dolls, composed of
most of the time, which
was one reason they
the only two surviving
original
members
never made it.
and four replacement musiBut the question that begs to
cians, as they did at their May be asked is whether this band
17 show at Metro.
deserves to be called the New
But sometimes history can be York Dolls.
so ironic it hurts.
Yes, they know how to play
The Dolls appeared on the the songs, but that isn't the
music scene in 1971, as part of point. In another band, the
a movement now referred to as odd-replaced guitarist or drumproto-punk that included the mer would be acceptable.
But these weren't just any
Stooges and the MC5. These
bands have all been consid- three replaceable musicians;
ered too groundbreaking to be they were three of the five key
appreciated in their own time, members. And as well as these
but just early enough to be a replacements can play, nobody
maJor influence on
the will truly fill in for the missing
Ramones-Ciash-Sex Pistols Dolls, just like Pete Townshend
and Roger Daltrey shouldn't be
punk era of the late 1970s.
But whereas The Stooges touring as The Who with John
and the MC5 were ignored for Entwhistle and Keith Moon
commercial apathy and political dead.
The specters of its missing
reasons, respectively, the Dolls
were up against a negative bandmates, and the unrepublic reaction to their avowed solved bad blood, haunted the
drug-fueled lifestyle, as well as Dolls' show further when
their strange concert antics, Sylvain suggested the band
which included cross-dressing "play one for Johnny." As
and vulgar banter.
chords rang out from Thunders'
They released two critically only solo hit, ''You Can't Put
acclaimed flops before self- Your Arms Around a Memory,"
destructing when it became Johansen noticeably left the
clear the public had a safer, stage.
more mainstream version of
Perhaps a more inflammatory aspect of the show had to do
the Dolls in Aerosmith.
There was enough bad blood with Steve Conte, Thunders'
amid the breakup to
replacement. Conte
already looks more
bring lead singer 11~,.~
David Johansen to I~
than a little like the
declare that he
late guitarist, but at
would never be a
the Metro show, he
sported
a
part of a Dolls
Thunders-sty I e
reunion . But nostal~
haircut and the cosgia and money are
too formidable to
tume Thunders was
known to wear. It
ignore, and in June
surviving
members was more than a little reminis2004
Johansen, guitarist Sylvain cent of Kiss' 2000 farewell tour,
Sylvain and bassist Arthur where drummer Peter Criss'
"Killer" Kane accepted an invi- replacement donned his tradetation from Smiths vocalist mark cat-man makeup.
Morrisey to perform at th e
For some, such member
Meltdown Festival.
replacements
and
image
Guitarist Johnny Thunders enhancements are dead issues
and Drummer Jerry Nolan both (forgive the pun). Johansen
died in 1991 . Three weeks after and Syi are alive, the others are
the show, Kane was diagnosed not, and the living ones are perwith leukemia. He died in July haps entitled to make a little
2004.
money off their legacy. To some
Johansen and Sylvain began degree, they're right; better
a mini-tour across the United them than someone else.
States under the flag of the Besides, nobody but Jesus
New York Dolls. It's not the first ever came back bigger than
time the two went on tour as the before, except maybe Elvis in
Dolls; after Thunders and his '68 TV special.
Nolan quit in 1975 to start the
Still, it matters to some more
Heartbreakers, Johansen and than others. During the opening
Sylvain played a handful of act by The Living Blue on May
dates in Japan and intermittent- 17, lead singer Stephen
ly in the States until disbanding Ucherek offered a rememin 1977.
brance on behalf of his band for
Based on the live bootlegs the three missing Dolls.
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a Complimentary Pass (Admit Two)
to attend a special showing of
THE SISTERHOOD OF THE TRAVELING PANTS
on Tuesday, May 31 at the River East Theatre.
I
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The following stories may turn your stomach
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6 Took a chair
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wings fliers
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New Zealand
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product
25 Blithesome
28 Drenched
3 1 Soil
management
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34 Straighten up
36 Slip by
37 Baseball team
38 Come afterward
39 Villain of Venice
43 Empty spots
45 Ancient Greek
colony
46 Ascetic
condition
50 Blasting letters
51 Practical trainee
52 Mystique
54 Code base
55 Plug between
oral and nasal

cavities
61 African snake
64 Clay, today

65 Ford's lemon?
66 Mongolian or
Korean
67 Author Follett
Lascivious looks
Destitute
Low spot
Fatuous

68
69
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refrain
28 Pallid
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33 Putrid
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46 Quarterback
Troy

47 Anxiety
48 Flummox
49 Have dinner
53 Pilgrim John
56 Acorn yielders

57 Type of market
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59 Small gull
60 Option word
62 Naughty
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Sex. There is nothing quite like it. From friend Brian told me. "One night, we were
passionate to raunchy, sexual acts have end· fooling around and I unzipped her pants. We
less possibilities. And they're not always continued kissing when a horrible stench
reached my nose. I told her I was sick and
pretty.
In 1994 a state appeals court ruled that a left immediately."
Massachusetts man's lover could not be held
If you're lucky, foul smells and feces
responsible for damages to his penis caused haven't graced your bedroom, but I'm sure
by a change in position during sex. that there's been some awkwardness.
Medications and surgery did not help the
My roommate Tracey, who has a tendency
man who claims he can no longer perform to date the biggest losers on Earth, once
sexually. I have a feeling the man, called dumped a guy because of an awkward bedJohn Doe in court documents, won't be buy- room experience.
ing a Kama Sutra book anytime soon.
"We were making out," she said. "I reached
Although broken penises are a rare occur- down to give him a hand job. So, I'm going at
rence, embarrassing moments and sex are it and he stops me and says, 'Hey, can I cum
almost synonymous, and the kinkier the act, in your mouth?' I refused-and never called
him again."
the larger the margin of error.
I recently heard a story that reaffirmed my
When men think they can bend their lovers
fear of anal action. An adventurous friend of like a rubber band or do offensive th ings like
a friend, Joe, had been trying to talk his girl- force a woman's head toward their penis, it's
friend into anal sex for several months.
obvious where they were educated on
One night, she caved. In the middle
sex: pornography. Worst idea ever.
of their session, Joe felt a foreign
The ultimate in awkward sex
substance land on his chest.
moments happened for me when I
Apparently, his girlfriend's colon
was living with my parents. They didcouldn't handle his request. Joe
n't seem to mind if my long-term
decided to avoid the rear from
boyfriend stayed over most nights of
the week {I was in college, mind
then on. I would imagine his girlyou). One night, the beau and I
friend was also a bit embarrassed.
decided to take a shower together.
Like it or not, a bad sexual experience can really do a number on a
My family was out for the night, or so
relationship. As wrong as it
we thought.
I asked the boy if he could run to my
sounds, it's hard to be attracted
room and grab my new bottle of shamto someone when a nauseating experience plagues the
poo. Big mistake. He came back in the
bathroom 10 minutes later, fully clothed.
playground.
"Your step-dad is here," he said
Dieting does not work for most
before running from the bathroom. I tipAmericans, but men may be a little
toed to my room when I got out of the
more likely to avoid McDonald's if
they were aware that their diet has a
shower.
Although strange sexual encoun direct impact on the taste of their
ters may suck when they occur,
sperm. Any woman who knows
they make funny stories for later.
what "bad sperm" tastes like
Even though John Doe didn't win
would agree that when a man's
his lawsuit, he can laugh about his
spunk tastes funky, blowjobs are
broken penis later in life. If it heals,
not an option.
that is.
The same applies for women.
"I was really into this girl,". my BeatriJYDixon
-Beatrix@chroniclemail.com
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More Manifest news.•..
Graduating seniors are fi lling the ga lleries throughout Columbia's campus with their artwork ....
Read the fine print below to learn about the galleries participating in th~ ARTWALK +SALE, Friday, June 3rd.
All part of Manifest- Columbia College Ch icago's Urba n Arts Festival.

June 3rd exhibitions are open from !1:00am-7:00pm
Receptions: 5:00pm- 7:00pm
Free continuous trolley service between venues all day
Start at the Museum of Contemporary Photography. 600 S. Michigan Avenue.
Join us for self-guided tour of more than 12 galleries and sllldio e>JtibiliOns.
The ArtWalk • Sale showcases fine art, photngraphy, interdisoplinary book
and paper arts, multimedia work and more! Check out the departmental web
s~es for gallery Murs and more information.

Painting and Photograplly
(As, On, and About Palnt1ng)
On view May 26 througll July21, 2005
Museum of Contemporary Photngraphy, 600 S. Michigan Avenue, 1st floor
Thrs exhrbition woll attempt to addross the theoretical spht between those who
see photography as a separate language wM ~own essential characteristics
and those that prefer to think of tt as a picture- making tool like any other.
'
www.mocp.org
Anything Ncw...2005
E;lrly Childhood Education Department
Oo view May 24 througll June 5.
library, 624 S. Miclligan Avenue, 3rd floor Easl
u rly Childhood Education preparos professionals to worl< with"Children from
birth through age 12. T~i;,exhibit features in~erd~iplinary wor.l!wlh~ focu.ses
on the role of the arts rn'tlie development of rndiVIduals and edUcators. •
Students present www.colum.edu/ undergraduate( ear!ychlldhood
~-

Art of the library Opening Reception
On -.lew May 12 througll August 30.
library, 624 S. Michigan Avooue, 3rd floor.
This e>Jtibition is part of an ongoing series feat u ~ng the art of Columbia
College Chicago students, faculty and staff.
. . -Jib.colum.edu/ artofthellbrary.html
Graphic Design, AdYertlslngArt, and illustration Senior Elhibition
Art and Design Department
On.tewJune3, 1- 7pm
Conawa1 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Avenue. lSI floor.
This exhiM presents work by st!Jdents graduating from the Graphic Design,
Advertising Art. and Illustration programs.
www.colulll.edu/ under~duate/arboddesign

The Grand Design: Fine Art BFA Exhibition

Art and Design Department
On\1ew May26tllrougl1June 17.
Glass Curtain Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash Avenue. lst floor.
This e>Jtibitpresents visual art by students graduating from the Fine Art pro·
gram In the Art and Design department
www.colum.edu( uodii'Oilduatejartanddesip/ finearl/index.html
MFA Photoll)'apl!y Thesis Exhiblt1011
l'holography Department
On wlew May 24 tllfougll June 18.
A+D 11th Stteet Galery, 72 E. 11th Snet
Photography by Master of Ane Arts candidates Stephanie Dean.
Mal)' Farmllant, Tim GaRagber, and CMsty Karpinski.
pllotoweb.colum.edu
Signatures: MFA INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK AND PAP£R THESIS
EXHIBmON
Interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts
On wlew June 3tllrougll June 25.
Center for Book and Paper Arts, 1104 S. Wabash Avenue, 2nd floor.
Master of f ine Arts in lnterdlsclpllnaJ)' Book & Paper Arts thesis exhibition.
www.colum.edujcenters(bpaj home.hbnl

Desi~ is a Process: MFA An:hiteclural
Studies and Interior Arcllitecwre Exhibition
Art and Design Department
On .tew May 23 lhmugfl June 6.
Hothouse, 31 E. Balbo, 2nd floor gallery.
candidates for the Master of Fine Arts Degree present their thesis work
www.colum.eduj undergraduatej artanddesignj interior

Design Is a Process:
BFA Interior Arcllitectnre Senior Elhibitioo
Art and Design Department
on .tew June 1 through June 6.
Hollin Ganery, 623 s. Wabash. 1st floor.
This e>Jtibit presents work byst~dents graduating from tne Interior Arcnitecture
program In the Art and Design department
www.colum.eduj undergraduate( artanddesignj interior
FashiOn Senior Elhibition
Art and Design Department
On .tew May 23 tllrougfl June 6.
Hokin Anne>., 623 S. Wabash Avenue and Glimpse, the storefront
windows at 619 S. Wabash Avenue.
This exhibit presents work by students graduating from the Fashion program in
the Art and Design department:
www.colum.edu/ undergraduate( artanddeslgn/ fashiOn
Product Design Senior Elhibilion
Art and Design Department
On view May23 tllrougli June 6.
Hokin Anne>., 623 S. WabashA venue.
This exhiM presents work by students graduating from the Product Design
program in the Art and Design department
www.colum.edu/ undergraduate/ arbnddesign/ product
BA/ BFA Photog)'aphy Show
PMto~phy Department
On .tew May 23 through June 6.
The Raw Space at UCC, 525 S. State Street.
Yes, they brought their cameras wilh them...a-el'}-where! Join the photography
department as over 120 graduating students exhibit selected wort<.
photoweb.colum.edu
lnterpol~ttng Spaces
Science and Math Oepart,.ent
The Raw Space at UCC, 525 S. State Street
This project. created by studentJoseph Erickson and teacher Khoi Ngu)-en,
pennits the observer to interactively and mathematically interpolate these
conversations scaled in space and time. muCh like a conductor but ~·ith a
sense ofvoyeurism.
_.,.,colum.edu/ undergraduate/ sclenceandmath

Cunoe
Digital Media Technology Department
On wew May 23 tllrough June 17.
C33, 33 E. Congms Patkwa)'.
The Curve exhibition is an opportunity for the Digital Media Technology
majors to showcase their best talent. Primarily an upperclassman event, this
exhibition will feature prtnt and time-based projects.
_.,.,curve.colum.edu
Soundbites
Audio Arts and Acoustics Department
AlldioArts and Acoustics Studios, 33 E. Congress, basement.
A collection of sound compositions by Audio Arts and Acoustics students.
www.colum.edu/ undergraduate/ sound/ lndu.html

CC.'JsPAC£.5 IS A DNISIQij OF STUf)EJJT AFFAif<S 1 FUJJD£1) EJJTI R£L'I

£3'1

ST uDEJJT ACTNIT'I FEES.
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WIN A FREE VACATION PACKAGE TO ANYWHERE SOUTHWEST FLIES!
ATIEND THE MANIFEST KICK-O FF AT GRANT PARK JUNE 3 , 2005 TO ENTER TO WIN A $500
VACATION GIFT PACKAGE FROM SOUTHWEST AIRLINES . ADDITIONAL PR IZES INCLUDE: $100
TARGET GIFT CARD AND FIVE $50 GIFT CARDS TO TOWER RECORDS.
REGISTER TO WIN AT THE CO RNER OF 11TH AND MICHIGAN AVE BETWEEN 11AM-12NOON.
ONLY COLU MB IA COLLEGE CHICAGO STUDE NTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO WIN AND MUST BRING A
VALID STUDENT ID. WINNERS MUST BE PRESENT.

KICK-OFF HAPPENINGS:
MUNTU DANCE THEATER . STUDENT ORGAN IZATIONS AND MORE !
JOIN US AS MUNTU DANCE THEATER"S DRUM CORE AND COLUMBIA·s STUDEN T
ORGAN IZATIONS KICK OFF MANIFEST! PRESENT ED BY DANCEAFRICA CHICAGO. MUNTu ·s
PERFORMANCE S CRE ATE AN ATMO SPHERE OF CO MMUNAL PARTICIPATION. ENCOURAG ING
AN D INSPIRIN G AU DIE NCES AND PART ICIPANTS TO JOIN THE CELEBRATION.
SOUTII W(ST AIF~l i N( S VACATIONS ClrT C(RTifiCAT(S AR( rOR ACAT ION f>ACKAC(S (ltOTL(L 1,ND TRAVEl! AND CANNOT BE
USED roR AIR ONlf Gin CER lfiCAT(S (.XPIR( ON( rEAR rROM Ttl( DATE o r ISSUE
EXPIRATION ~TES V1,RY IN CERT ~ I N
STAf F'> GIFl C Fill i F IC M~ S ARF NONRHUN!1ARI f
SI"'NSOP(D BY IC!Sf>AC( S AND COLUMOIA COll(G( STUDENT MrAIRS
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Join the staff of the award-winning Columbia Chronicle and build
a solid resume of published work. The Chronicle is seeking writers,
section editors, photographers, web designers, advertising reps,
and graphic designers for paid positions. Pick up an application
today. We're hiring for the fall semester right now.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
623 S. WABASH, SUITE 205
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CONGRATULATIONS!
TO THE 2005/2006 NEWLY ELECTED SGA SENATORS.
Graduate

Peyton A. Caruthers
Kendra A. Hay
Art and Design

Catrina Ja'Nel Harris
Early Childhood Education

Leslie Kyeong Thompson
Ffctfon Writing

Mianne Adufutse-Chandler
Fftm and Video

Peter G. Cat rambone
Interactive Multimedia

Ch ristopher Robert Sc hroeder
Joumalfsm

Na'm 5. Hayes
Liberal Education

HoUy A. Price
Marketing

Jenna Elisa Ertl
Husfc

Steven J. Cunningham

Radio

Jeffrey C. Frieders
Television

Courtney Wylie
Theater

Michael A. Harnichar
AEHM

Jermel Ga rland
At-Large

Frances ka L. Santiago
Brian Malnassy
Brian Joseph Matos
Andrew L. Breen
Vanessa C. Torres
Jason T. Taylor

Columbia o
OOLLIII

OHIOAGO
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friday, june 3

coming up: Manifest '05

Next Friday
The event everyone has been waiting for is almost here ... Manifest '05! By tl1is
time next Friday, students, faculty, staff, and the Chicagoland community will be
enjoying th e many activities Manifest has in store:

ARTWALK + SALE
Start at the Museum of Contemporary Photography
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Exhibitions open from 11AM-7PM
Receptions from 5PM-7PM

TICTOC PERFORMANCE ART FESTIVAL
Various sites on campus.
11AM-7PM

SPECTACLE FORTUNA
Begins at the corner of Harrison and Wabash.
The procession will travel south to the Mainstage
in Grant Park at 11th & Michigan.

Procession begins at 7PM

OZOMATLI, SAUL WILLIAMS, STEVE TURRE
Mainstage in Grant Park at 11th & Michigan .
Steve Turre and the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble/ 4PM
Saul Wil liams/ 6PM
Ozomat li/8 PM

STUDENT BANDS
Secon d Stage in Grant Park at 11th & Michigan
a nd Garden Stage at 11th & Wa bas h.
11AM-6PM

STUDENT SHOWCASES: PERFORMANCES,
READINGS, SCREENINGS AND MORE
Various sites on campus.
10:30AM-7PM

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

COMMENTARY
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Newsweek har dly the culprit
·etracting a news story
can be hard. But it 's
not any easier when
it's a story you believed in.
Nonetheless, the sudden
doubt of a source in a recent
article
has
broug ht
Newsweek magazine the
venom of some rather confused critics.
The White House and the
Pentagon have both used
Newsweek to wipe the blood
from their own hands. The
tactics used by American
interrogators have involved
undeniably cruel methods,
and we are told that the
blame for this is the fault of
the messenger. When a
prison scandal story breaks,
we are assured that the situation was an isolated incident
or that allegations are completely unfounded. The latest
development at the American
prison at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, should prove that the
men in charge still prefer
passing off the blame rather
than accepting responsibility.
The publication's May 9
report,
describing
how
American interrogators
allegedly flushed the Koran
down a toilet to tonure
Muslim detainees, fueled
uproar among some Muslims
in Afghanistan and Pakistan,
who erupted in violence,
resulting in at least 15 deaths.
When the White House
pinned the blame for the
bloodshed
solely
upon
Newsweek, the source, a US
official, admitted to no longer
being cenain o f his claim.

R
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pleased as those in Pakistan,
seeing as such maltreatment
of the Koran is punishable by
death in both countries.
When other regions such
as Indonesia, the Palestinian
territories and India rioted, it
was concluded by some that
the magazine s hould be
blamed for the violence in the
Muslim world.
The chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Richard
B. Myers, however, stated
that the senior commander in
Afghanistan felt the protests
were more a part of the country's attempt to unite.
Nonetheless, the White
House still hopes the
American media can operate
in more of a propaganda
capacity. Outlets attempting
to relay the bloody truth,
such as Newsweek, are
blamed when violence escalates.
"This report has had serious consequences," White
House Press Secretary Scott
McClellan said at his May 16
press gaggle. " It has caused
damage to the image of the
United States abroad."
Using information from
shaky sources has landed the
White House in hot water in
the past, such as in the decision to invade Iraq.
Of course, that information
also proved to be questionable.
· That deci sion, however,
has damaged the global
image of the United States far
beyond the ability of a retraction.

After an explosive round
of scrutiny, Newsweek's
retraction of the article was
enough to be dubbed a "good
first s tep" by the White
House.
However, everyone seems
to be missing the bigger
issue: The key source's
uncertainty of exactly where
the toilet story was found
does not suddenly dismiss all
plausibility of the incident
ever occuring.
The problem is we have
seen too many similar reports
of such abuse in the past.
Aside from the scandalous
photos of mistreatment at
Abu Ghraib, Guantanamo
Bay has already had its allegations of detainees being
abused. And Newsweek's
mentions of desecration to
the Koran were hardly innovative, considering reports of
such action were reported by
other outlets in August and
October 2004. Similar abuse
to the holy book was reponed
in the Philadelphia Inquirer,
an American publication.
That was nearly four
months ago.
It was about I 0 days before
the White House took any
issue with Newsweek's publication of s uch a report.
Ironically, the complaints
carne shortly after a cricket
player in Pakis tan, Imran
Khan--who also happens to
be a vocal critic of Pakistani
president
Gen.
Pervez
Musharraf- brought attention to the issue. Many in
Afghanistan were just as dis-

Chris GollevoiThe Clvooide

SGA should support civil rights
f the mtsston of the
Student Government
Association is to "provide students with opportunities to grow academtcally,
artistically and profcsstonally," we 'd have to believe that
more student senators wou ld
feel compelled to votce concerns about the USA Patnot
Act.
While the lcgis latton 1s
designed to help the U.S .
government fight tcrromm,
the vague wordtng througho ut much of the Patriot Act
threatens the re ~ca rch and
educatiOn of Columbta 's students and staff, a-. well as
thctr ba"c CIVIl nghl~.
Sadly, when presented
wuh the upportumty to take a
~ l<lnd agatnst \ uch a daugcrou~ law, a~ they were recently when Columbta ~tudeut
Samantha llamltn a8kcd the
<>r~m~.atum "' pa~~ a resolu
tton ~undcmnut v, the act, the
S( ill wok the wur111 pu~~ onlc
cou r~e o f ac!ll.u. none al all.
( han ge~ 111 II r11e11t'a11~'
ftg<~l rll(ht~ COII~Cffllllll, fr eedom tJf a ~'i!X.Ili iiWI, tnforrna-

I

tUJtl ~nd ~pccch ~rc ~mon11
"'llriC uf tloc cunctrro~ atcm-

mmg from the Patriot Act's
rushed approval in October
200 I. There's been enough
concern with provisions that
ci ties and communities
nationwide have passed resolutions expressing their dtspleasure with the legislation.
And colleges are certamly
no exception, as 21 ca mpuses are officially against the
Patriot Act, passmg 16 student resolutions and seven
facu lty resolutions.
llowever, some SGA senators felt 11 was in the organt7.alton·~ best mterest not to
get mvolved 1n such a "pohttcal" issue.
Unfortunatel y, that stance
tgnores exactly how much
tmpact the l'atnol Act could
have on eve ry ~lude nl 's
opporlumly to grow "academically, aolt~ltcally and
profe ~~ 1ona lly. "

'l11e l'~tro o l /lei's amboguwnrdtng leaves the dour
open fCor poK~ tble voo lalttiiiS
lo any stude nt ~ ' l·trsl, l·ouo llo,
f· lftlo, S ixth, l:rghlh or
l· ou rt ee nlh Amcndnte oll
rij;lotll.
llurcauc ral~ cu11 fee l more
tn c ltn c d to !urn a way
llU8

requests for public records.
Activists looking to assemble could be accused of
"domestic terro rism" if their
actions arc in opposition to
U.S . po licies. Educational
records could be disclosed
without student consent or
probable cause.
'I11cse arc j ust some of the
rights o f all students thai a
student govcmmcnt o f any
college sho uld feel driven 10
champion.
A co llege oppos ing the
Patriot Act is hardly as
"politica l" as crit ics claim.
The resolutions have no
e ffe c t o n the leg is lation
except to express concerns
with ~omc of its ramifica-

0 .\(.C'oACH-

I'm ~eAt>Y
FoR MY ......_
URiNe ._

ieSl"!

tion~ .

In ~ hurt , that 's exact ly tloe
type o f i ~sue we' d expect our
~tu derll government 10 gel
mvolved 111.
SCill could have sent u
' trong message ubout how
tnuelo it WIUlled 10 prOieCI
our uhility lo grow by showing how much it wunted 10
protect o ur constitutiona l
rights. lnsleud , it opted 10
luke u pusK. lind !hut semis n
preII y stroll!! messu!le itself.
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Limbaugh's brush with history
By Derek Strum
Commentary Editor
Any school that requires its students to learn more about the
world beyond the borders of the
United States should be comm e nded- unless , of course,
you're asking Rush Limbaugh.
On his May I 0 syndicated radio
s how, Limbaugh discussed a
Christian Science Monitor article
he had read regarding high school
students and the benefits of the
g lobal studies program at their
institution. The ultra-conservative
radio host took issue with the idea
of a multicultural curriculum
being required for American children and proceeded to lambaste
the very idea of having to learn
about other cultures in the world.
The comments weren't necessarily a surprise coming from
Limbaugh, since he also found
time during the week to assert that
the Nobel Prize was irrelevant
because prize-winning economists had trouble with President
Bush 's proposed Social Security
plan and asked if there were any
other men in the Democratic
Party besides Hillary Clinton. All
in all, it was just business as usual
for Rush.
But his tirade agains t the
Monitor article ended up singling
out the subject of the piece, the
North S ho re's Evanston
Township High School. Believing
ti)at multicultural programs hind e r historical education,
Limbaugh speculated that kids at
ETHS were somehow unfamiliar
with World War II.
Since Limbaugh's show is the
most listened to in the United
States, with an audience of more
than 20 million each week, some
Evanston students understandably
took the comments a little personally and challenged the host to a
debate in hopes of proving what
they know.
"He made some pretty ignorant
comments, like saying we would-

n 't know anything about [Adolf)
Hitler because we focus too much
on world history," sa id Matt Doo,
a sophomore at ETHS. "Any idiot
would know that Hitler is world
history."
Doo, 15, is currently enrolled in
teacher Aaron Becker 's Middle
East class, one of the courses featured in the Monitor article. As
part of the class, students begin
the semester by taking up an
imaginary identity from the
region and trying to familiarize
themselves with that point of

view.

"A lot of times we do simulations and we have to put our own
perspective into play on how we
do things because we have a lot of
debates," Doo said. "It kind of
goes [onJ with a [ well-]rounded
argument, because we see how
people see it from different perspectives."
Limbaugh hardly seems concerned with seeing the world
from a different view, and instead
believes multicultural s tudies
teach students that other cultures
are "better" than American culture. Somehow, during the same
broadcast, he drew the conclusion
that classes at Evanston teach students that "you 're no better than
anybody else and understanding
the Indians got screwed."

C lasses s uch as the ones

Evanston requires, however, are
encouraging more high school
students to take a different
approach to learning about the
world than has been taught in
decades past. While Limbaugh
blames such global programs for
interfering with learning about
American history, even Lynne
Cheney stressed the importance
of the need for children to learn
about other cultures of the world
in a speech given in Dallas, Texas,
less than a month after 9/11.
The approach to teaching

American h.istory nowadays has
incorporated other cultures and
placed less emphasis on the military aspect of the war. As the
Washington Post reported last
May, a number of studies partly
attribute a decline in stressing battles and victories to "American
failure in the Vietnam War, which
had a s ignificant impact on this
generation of scholars and teach-

ers."
T he Vietnam War, however,
had little impact on Limbaughwho wasn't drafted after dropping
out of Southeast Missouri State
University and suffering from an
''inoperable pilonidal cyst."
(Fancy talk for a skin infection
near the tailbone.) There was also
the matter of "a footba ll knee

from high school."
That's not to accuse Limbaugh
of being cowardly- although
ETHS spokeswoman Kathy
Miehls said Limbaugh " isn ·t
exactly ringing the phone off the
hook" about that debate with the
high school kids he insulted.
Miehls said that some letters have
been sent to the editor at the
Chicago Tribune, but the school is
done talking about Limbaugh 's
comments.
While Limbaugh thinks of multiculturalism as "historical revis ionism," he ignores what many
students take away from such
classes. Hearing different perspectives of what is occurring in a
foreign country is challenging
students to think outs ide the box,
which opens the doors to other
opportunities.
The global studies requirement
at ETHS has been in effect for 17
years, and Doo said he enjoys getting active in the classroom. The
classes allow students to fami liarize themselves with another part
of the world that would be otherwise unknown to many of
America 's youth. Despite what
Limbaugh sees as a problem, Doo
said the school offers a fair
emphasis o f both world and
American history.
"It 's not like you only get a
view of world history," Doo said.
"You have to take American history and you have to take a global studies, so you get to get them
both."
Perhaps Limbaugh wasn't all
that concerned with the results of
a 2002 study cited in the Monitor
article, w he re a Natio nal
Geographic poll of young adults
fou nd that only one in seven
Americans could find Iraq on a
Middle Eastern map.
That's a rather disappointing
figure that should concern everyone, and one that should be
enough to hope anybodyLimbaugh included- would take
on a new perspective.

Scandals or not, Daley can still run Chicago
By Alicia Dorr
City Beat Editor
It's been a busy month or two
for Mayor Richard M . Daley. On
April 25 Time Magazine praised
him as one of the best mayors in
the country. On May 4, he admitted he was "hurt" and "embarrassed" by ongoing scandals at
City Hall, and on May 14, children painted and flew kites at
Mayor Daley's "Kids and Kites
festival" at Montrose Harbor.
When it comes right down to it,
Daley is Chicago, through and
through.
As federal investigators seize
files from his offices and a fuiiou s
Daley announces a shakeup at
City Hall, the frenzy of media
attention is concentrating on
whether the mayor is losing his
grip on his office. Questions about
whether Daley has lost the public's trust invade every article and
television segment. The man himself recently admitted his concern

regarding where the taxpayers'
trust would fall when the dust settles.
Truth be told, it is one of the
few times in his 16-year tenure
that Daley himself is dodging bullets. His personnel offices have
avoided serious accusations up
until the yearlong scandal, resulting in 27 trucking company executives being charged with receiving city money for doing, well,
nothing.
But what the media and other
politicos are forgetting are the residents of Chicago. This is not the
first time Chicagoans picked up
the paper to see an egregious,
almost absurdly massive scandal
uncovered. Nor is it the first time
that Daley- the father or the son,
take your pick- has benefited
from, aided or been otherwise
involved with shady business.
Daley may flounder when
asked whether he knew that
Angelo Torres and other members
of his administration were cor-

The Columbia Chronide is a student-produced
publication of Columbia CollegeChicago and
does not necessarily represent. 1n whole or 111
part. tile views of college adm1n1strators.
fao.Jity or students.
All tex~ photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.

rupt. Off the record there's probably no way he didn't know. But
with upwards of $3 million in his
political fund for the 2007 election, in which he has not officially
said he will run, it is safe to say he
doesn 't need bribe money for
votes in a city where he is all but
politically invincible.
It's not cynical to admit that
part of the city's historical glamour is that it has dirty money
passed under the table. It is, however, a bit doubtful to claim that
Dal ey is going to lo se
Chicagoans' confidence because
of a scandal.
Chicagoans should be more
concerned right now that the
mayor was down in Springfield
asking for CfA funding as prosecutors searched his offices. They
care more that he keeps his promise to improve public education in
the city than whether a dozen ofTIcials a step below hi m are
crooked.
It is definite ly imperative for

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s}.

Vlows expressed In this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

the media to cover the ongoing
problems with City Hall. But it is
also important they realize that
Chicagoans have changed the
channel from the Cubs or the Sox
just long enough to evaluate
whether or not it is anything new.
Apathetic or Chicago to the
core, most of the public will be
asking: Is he still Mayor Daley?
Docs he still care about getting the
plows out when it snows or making sure the city has clean parks?
Does he make sure Chicago runs
like clockwork?
It doesn' t really matter that
Daley moved to a high rise in the
heart of downtown. It doesn't
even matter if federal prosecutors
knock on the mayor's door in connection with the Hired Truck
scandal tomorrow. Right now, he
is still the hun1an equivalent of the
Sears Tower.
So while it's been a busy month
or two for Daley, at this point, it
will end up as just that- a dark
spot on a blue-collar dynasty.

Letters to the editor must 1nclude tuU name year map
and phone number All letters are edrted for grammar and
may be cut due to a hmrted space
letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
e-mailed to Chronlcle@colum.edu or mailed to
Tho Columbia Chronicle, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 205,
Chicago, IL. 60605-1996.
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Roamin'
Numerals

11
Age of Katie
Brownell, the only
girl in the OakfieldAlabama Little
Leagu~ baseball program in New York.
·
On May 14,
Brownell pitched a
perfect game, striking out all 18 batters
she faced in the six. inning contest.

Unauthorized
amount Terra L.
Endres allegedly
charged to the cred1t
card of her ex-husband, Keith
Costello, to pay for
a hired hit-man's
flight from
Australia. Police in
Oswego, N.Y.,
arrested Endres, 25,
on May 16 while the
Australian man was
detained upon arriving in Los Angeles.

.22
Blood alcohol
level registered by
ESPN correspop.dent
Bruce Martin following a two-mile
J?Ursuit by authorities in Indianapolis
on May 17. The racing journalist had to
be tasered after he
totaled a 2005
Chevy SSR, one of
the Indy 500 event
cars.

Choice Cuts

''

"Anytime you put
alcohol, naked
women and men in
the same ·room,
something is going
to happen."

Morrison County,
Minn., Sheriff
Michel Wetzel commenting on the
arrests of five women
and one man for
alleged involvement
in prostitution at the
Camp Bar, a local
--... strip club.

''
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Chicago Job Fairs, Career
Fairs, Employmentfairs, 0
pen Houses and more!
YOUR Chicago career
connection!
ww.chicagojobresource.com

Colum b i~

Chronicle

Cl~ssifieds

Free meditation instruction!
Obtain inner peace & happiness
through Quan Yin Meditation.
Meditation instruction is offered
free at 1:00 p.m. on every
Saturday. 5812 N. Braodway,
Chicago, IL 60660
773·506·2578

Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by
5p.m. onthe Thursday prior to thepublishing date.
Rates
The ColumbiaChroniclecharges $0.25 per
word with a$5 minimum. All classified ads
must be pre-paid in full prior topublication. All ads will be published inthe order
of purchasing date
Three Ways to Place aClassified Ad
Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
By Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name, city, state. zip code
and phone number with full payment to:
Chronicle Classifieds. 600 s. Michigan Ave .•
Chicago. IL 60605.
By Fax
Faxyour typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name. city. state. zip code
and phone number with full payment to
312/344-8032.

SUMMER WORK! $15.00 Base·
appt. Flexible schedules. Call
now, start after finals. Customer
sales/service, training provided,
all majors welcome to apply,
build your resume, all ages 18+,
conditions apply. CALL TODAY:
Bloomington:309·661.0889,
Gurnee: 847·356·3491, Lincoln
Park:312·397·1542, Merrillville,
IN:219·756.0997,
Naperville:630·505.0704, North
Shore:847·881·2567, Orland
Park:708·460·8090, Oak Brook:
630·574·0575, Rockford:815·
395·0554, Schaumburg:847·
839·4992. collegeincome.com
Market Research Company
seeking a part·time host/hostess
in a professional office setting to
assist visiting clients. Duties
include making photoccpies,
printing documents, faxing, mak
ing coffee, serving food and
greeting guests. The candidate
needs to be friendly, profession
al and able to think on their feet.
There are no weekend hours.
We are looking for people who
can work at least 2·3 shifts· from
7 am ·3 pm or 3pm ·11 pm.
Schedule varies weekly. Must be
able to work Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Hourly rate: $10.00.
Please email your resume and
availability to
awreschg@yahoo.com.

GUITAR LESSONS
with LeRoy Bach.
(Sive Style, Wilco, D·
Settlement....)
Lessons offered
in Humboldt Park stu
dio. Rates
vary. "j45scout@hot
mail.com"

London
Paris
Rome
Am sterda m
Copenhagen
Lima P• ru
Bangkok

Shop and Save
www.cheapgifts.com
Welcomes You Online
Make $ $$ taking Online
Surveys Earn $1 0·$125
for Surveys Earn
$25·$250 for
Focus Groups
www.cash4students.com/
columcol
3·bedroom apt.
$775/month near public
transportation and shop
ping. available July 1,
2005. 3040 S. poplar ave.
(1·blk. west of halstad
near 31st.O 773·297·4930
10 minute drive to Loop.
Convenientpublic trans
portation. Furnished 2
bedroom apartment, 1
bathroom, kitchen,
living room, back yard,
storage space in crawl
basement.
Utilities not included. 35th &
Emerald Ave. $775 / month.
(312) 399·1104.
Model/Host; $120 a day No
exsperience needed will work at
McCormick Place Convention
Center 5/21·24.Send Picture &
Short Reseme by May 13th To:
bill@chestnutid.com

Week of May 23--27

soups

Hot Focaccia ·Sandwich ..................................... . J4.25

ham,.pros~uit,o; frfsh mozzarella cheese.

tomato, 1reshbasil. served with .Potato chips
'

~

/,;

t

'

Chic.kedParmigiana Flatbread Panlni.......J4.00

baked chicken breast tomato marinara and ·
mozzarella. served with potato chips.

monday

Southwestern Chicken
Vegetable
tuesday

Cheddar Broccoli
wednesday .

Turkey Noodle

&rllled Cheese Sandwich...............................J4.25
small soup and potato chips.
y

.

thursday

Cream of Chicken Rice

the underground cafe
basement - 600 south michigan
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GracePlace refuge for South Loop
0

Activist organizations, renewal Judaism, Episocpal church in building

~Debra Fine

«Writer
Church meetings, the room
GracePlace, an establishment becomes a church, wsplaying an 8that houses various different reli- foot cross. The Rev. Ted Curtis
gious denominations, aims to be may speak primarily at meetings
"A welcoming home for your spir- for the Grace Episcopal Church,
it in Chicago's South Loop." And a but most everyone who uses the
home for activism. And for charity. building informally addresses him
The unassuming building locat- as Father Ted. Despite their differed near the comer of Dearborn and ing religious beliefs, each organizaHarrison streets, at 637 S. tion furthers the mission in a differDearborn St., has little more than a ent way, all on shoestring budgets.
"We're trying to make the world
baMer to advertise the constant
activity going on within its walls. a better place with high ideals and
GracePiace is Grace Episcopal a low revenue stream," Curtis said.
Church, the Makom Shalom
Jewish Renewal Faith, one of the Room for all
oldest social service organizations
When Episcopal Church meetin America, the America Friends
Service Committee, and another ings are not going on, the cross can
Episcopalian social service organi- be covered to serve the needs of the
During
zation called the Episcopal Peace other organizations.
Makom Shalom meetings, they
Fellowship.
Although the organizations oper- cover the cross with a banner that
ate separately and may seem raw- wsplays Jewish symbols. Makom
caUy different at first glance, they Shalom offers a wfferent kind of
come together to provide a patch- Judaism, focusing on spirituality.
Makom Shalom dubs itself
work "home" for the South Loop.
original
Jewish
One of the spaces the group "Chicago's
shares is the community center Renewal community."
"Although we use the prayer
room. During Grace Episcopal
book, for me the
actual service and
practice of Judaism
is not on the page,"
'
said Rabbi Alicia
Magal who runs the
service on the
Makom Shalom
website.
Makom Shalom
means "Home of
Peace," which is
the reason the
organization chose
Bon Pancoast/The Chrooide to be a part of
All of the organizations housed in the
GracePiace
and
GracePiace use the building's community cen- coexist with other
ter, which can be fitted to suit their needs.
religious groups.

. . _.i

f· l·- ,.r~- -~

Homeless

The form of Judaism practiced by
Makom Shalom focuses on a djf.
ferent kind of spirituality, based
more on community than on a literal reading of the religion.
"[Makom Shalom] brings a wide
variety of people together to appreciate Judaism, including single
people, gay and lesbian couples,
people who want a more personal
form of Judaism," said Ina Marks,
member of Makom Shalom.
While Makom Shalom and
Grace Church operate on the first
floor of GracePlace, just upstairs
residents can fmd a completely different kind of religious study. The
Service
American
Friends
Committee, based on Quaker religious principles, has a strong connection with Makom Shalom and
the Grace Episcopal Church in its
devotion to peace.
On the second floor of the
GracePiace, much of the office
energy is concentrated on organizing anti-war efforts. The organization sends out leaflets outlining the
negative impacts of war to parents
and students to counteract army
recruiters.
"We believe military recruiters
don't tell the whole story," said
Michael McCormell, Regional
Director of the American Friends
service committee.

Different approaches to
activism
The AFSC was founded in 1917
as an opportunity for Quakers to
participate in community service
rabter than fight in World War I. It
is known for its principals ofjustice
and nonviolence. These principles
are what drive the organization to
create events such as "Eyes Wide

Open," an anti-war exhibit currently touring the country. The exhibit
displays a pair of combat boots for
every soldier killed in Iraq. Next to
the boot is the name of the solwer
it represents. There are also 1,000
boots representing Iraqi civilians
killed in the war.
"We don'tsee the human cost [of
war) in the meW& because we don't
see soldiers coming home in body
bags," said Erin Polley, a sophmore
Cultural Studies major at Columbia
and project assistant for the "Eyes
Wide Open" exhibit
Located in the basement of
GracePlace is the Episcopal Peace
Fellowship. This group organizes
cases for homeless individuals and
sponsors community events that
promote nonviolence. Members of
The Episcopal Peace Fellowship
vow to "work to wscover and create alternatives to violence and to
build a culture of peace" as part of
their mission.
One of the ways they do this is
through a campaign urging people
to "Get Organized Against Nukes

'05." The campaign asks people to
write to mayors all over the world
and sign a petition that bans
nuclear weapons.
From Aug. 4 through 7, the fellowship will sponsor " Many
Stories, One Vision" conference in
Nevada. The conference commemorates the 60th anniversary of the
bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in Japan.
GracePlace won several architecture awards for transforming an
old manufacturing building into a
distinct space that both Makom
Shalom and Grace Cburch use for
its services. Current and past
church members are the church's
primary means of income.
Despite its modest ~e.
GracePiace does everything from
offering voter registration during
elections to lending space for community support groups. While the
South Loop continues to grow,
GracePlace attempts to keep up
with the changing spirituality from
its home in the heart of the South
Loop.

Conrinuedfrom Back Page

joined the group clamoring for
more money.
Charles Jenkins, a former
homeless man, who is currently
aided by the program, spoke
about the importance of being listened to.
"Sometimes you have to raise
some noise to be heard," Jenkins
said. " We don ' t have to be throwaway[s)."
Otheu spoke more directly,
focus mg the1r comments at the

governor.
"Governor Blagojevich: If you
have a heart, you need to come up
with this money," said Smokey
Gardner, a coalition member.
In an unorthodox effort to gain
the governor 's attention, the
coalition brought out an Elvis
Presley impersonator. Shurna
said. " We understand the governor likes a certam type of music.
and that 's Elvis mus1c."
., he Impersonator reworked

Presley's "Heartbreak Hotel" into
"Prevention Fund Blues," along
with making changes to his "Viva
Las Vegas," in favor of "Viva
Prevention," reworking the lyrics
to fit the coalition's cause.
Other members of the coalition
felt that the extra $5.7 million
would go a long way to ensure
that more homeless are helped.
The coalition is also asking for an
additiona l $700,000 to provide
other. non-client onented servic-

l riO DIYitiTIIe Cl\roillt!tl

Ch!C8g0 r8!11dent Daryl Murphy was charged with sever111misdemeanors, Including riiOkleaa
fJind d1ll0rdel1y conduct, lifter climbing thfl 130-foot oon&tructiOn crane 111 the Trump Towtr, <10 1
N. W8b!ttt1 Av8 , on May 18 The man claimed he was uptlet bteluM of • teltvlaiOn ahow
~ he Mid
ttOien frOITI him, for WhiCh he has a P*r'1dlng ltw1ult

w•

Ben Panc:oastiThe Clvonicle

Albert Brown, an employee of 20 years, welcomes visitors into
GracePiace, 637 S. Dearborn St. The space acts as a home for
modem spiritual activity ranging from anti-war programs to a
renewal form of Judaism.

Human Services spends nearly
es.
Mimi Alschuler, director of $3,400 to house a family of three
development for the Chicago for two months in state-sponCoalition for the Homeless, said sored shelters.
"People living month to month
that the prevention program,
which has been around since with a broken down car and rent
1999, has been cost-effective for to pay would not have to make a
years in terms of helping home- decision of which one to pay
less clients, but every year the [with the additional money),"
program runs short of moneyAlschuler said.
not because of squandered funds,
Alschuler believes the goverbut because of client demand.
nor can add the requested mone)'
"Every year we have to come to the budget. ''I expect he has the
back to (131agojevich) asking for testicular virility to get this
money," Alschuler said. But. she done," she snid. citing n phrase
added, this year was ditlerent thnt hns recently put the governor
because the coalition has turned in hot wnter in his ongoing feud
uwny so many more people than with fnther-in-law and 3rd
Aldcm1on Richard Mdl.
m the past.
Alsc huler said the coalition hus
Others. however. wen; nt>t so
been able to prove, through con- optimistic thnt the mone would
tacting those who remain housed. be found lbr the coalition.
thnt the prevention progrnm
Stcphnni<" Ondlin. comnnmicn·
works.
tion
monnger
' ith
the
She snid tlmt !12 percent of Dcpflrtment of Hunmn Scr kes.
those who were plncrtl in housin~ snid the prospects tbr 1110~
lnst year. aided by the progrnms money wet'\\ unlike I .
1\mds, nrc ~ umntly housed. Out
"1'he 0\lti:OI\ICI Wilt IIIli be
by a~kin11 for mot'C 111oncy to be 1100t1." 0MIIin said of the 00t1li·
Mldcd into lllint>is' butll!ct for the tillll's !'\\quest. "!'he budgct hM
118cnl ycur 2006. thrc~tcd at the tlln:nd. ~~~ pn;pnl'\\tl,"
JH eve ntion Prlll!fnlll, A l~.:hul or
But, lor SAIUllr, the posslbilit)
udtlcd thut the ntt>nc would help of 111111'\\ mooe Ml<l\'\1 tu th pro·
those livtn)l pa chc.:k· tll•puy· 11rnm Wllltltl nllo1 th immtlli•~
check the uppottnnity to better oppottunll.) til Otul • plk~ 1\l
h\le,
lltdii~I!C \11\C!Xptctod 01:~111'1'\!III!ClS .
Not only would the clltllttil•n be
"I hh mlltll mone I t\ t be
able lo wo l~o nt In mort dloms. 11ble to lltl iltl llp&nment," &hit r
but tllueminnt\'1 mort t\u1ds lu 811ld. ''I I'll n1I ' \luldn ' t llavt ""'
tht>le • lrt•lly Itt the pflltlt•nl.
Wllt'ey wlltrt I'm till"- 1\i lttp
J'he lll hHJis Oeflltlnlttlt o( ami 1\owtr tht Mll dly."

City Beat

New food bank location means
more opportunities to aid hungry
0 Food depository studies show 20 percent of those served are homeless
By Derek Strum
Cornmelltary Eator

After the Food Marketing
Institute Show at McCormick
Place in early May, 24 tractor-trailers showed up at the Greater
Chicago Food Depository with
2 I 6,723 pounds of unused food.
That's the equivalent of 162,950
meals, or enough to feed the entire
city of Rockford for one day- and
it was all earmarked for a good
cause.
Saving quality food from the
tras h is one way the Greater
Chicago Food Depository, a nonprofit food distnbution center, goes
about accomplishing its mission: to
end hunger in its community. Since
moving to a new $30 million facility at 4100 W. Ann Lurie Place on
Chicago's Southwest Side from the
fonner location of nearly 20 years
a couple ofblocks away, the GCFD
has expanded its service. The facility has a training center for volunteers to help provide food and
monitor more than 600 member
agencies, including shelters, drug
and alcohol dependency clinics
and other groups.

"We are able to accommodate
much more, and it just creates less
waste," said Ruth Igoe, public relations manager for GCFD.
In addition to distributing more
than 40 million pounds of food
during the last fiscal year, the
GCFD 's new facility has also
increased the size of its classrooms.
One of the programs offered,
Pantry University, teaches volunteers and membership agencies
budgeting, proper food handling
procedures and better operation of
food shelters.
"There's people who may have
never learned [about] a pantry
before, never even been to a pantry,
but they know there is a need for
food in their community and they
want to help," Igoe said, adding
that the classes are taught by other
pantry directors. "There's definitely a peer-to-peer training component.''

Training to help

Chicago's Community Kitchens,
a free training program that teaches
low-income or unemployed students how to operate specialized
equipment for careers
in the food industry,
help produce meals that
feed more than I ,500
hungry children at Kids
Cafes throughout Cook
County. Since 1998,
the program has helped
nearly all of its 295
graduates find jobs
paying above the minimum wage.
"The new center is
Eric DavisfThe Chronicle impressive, but it 's
more about what this
Ruth lgoe, public relations manager for
the depository, said the new facility
building can achieve,"
helps reach more of those in need.
Igoe said. "It repre-

sents a way to expand our efforts."
With its new public policy
department, Igoe said she hopes
the GCFD will be able to conduct
more s tudies with greater frequency. The organization just wrapped
up collecting data for the National
Hunger Study, part of an extensive
research report that is conducted
every four years with more than
200 food banks and food rescue
organizations across the nation.
Data collection began in January,
with teams of three to four volunteers visiting 50 different sites
around Cook County and interviewing hungry people who come
to kitchens, shelters and food
pantries.
"The neat part has been going
and getting to talk with the folks
that ultimately are receiving the
food that's in our warehouse, and
hearing their stories," said Lisa
Koch, public policy director. "It's
been great because for the most
part, people are so glad someone
wants to listen to them and somebody actually cares about what's
going on in their life."
Koch said that only about 20
percent of the people served by
GCFD are homeless. Many work,
sometimes more than one job, but
the wages are not enough to meet
the cost of living and supporting
families.
"I hope I can use our resources to
work more with the community in
an advocacy role- like community
building, raising awareness and
getting people involved in their
system," Koch said. "Not necessarily in politics, but understanding
like what's going on around them
and what they can do to change
things."
While the results of the national
survey will not be available until

GCFD also wrapped up another
study this spring about low-income
senior citizens in Chicago. The
nearly year-long effort was smaller,
compared with the national study,
but it gave the organization an idea
of the challenges faced by the elderly members of the depository.
"Our numbers are surprisingly
low for how many seniors we' re
serving, and we were trying to figure out why," Koch said.

"It has been a long-tenn vision
of the city to create a synergy
between the colleges and schools
[in the South Loop], and Columbia
is clearly the southern anchor,"
Berg said.
The next large city project in the
area w ill be the revitalization and
rebuilding of Wabash Avenue, both
north of Congress Parkway and
also throug h the heart of
Columbia's campus, Berg said.
Planning and Development officials and Mayor's office officials
did not return phone calls regarding the corridor or the Wabash

Avenue project. Kelly agreed that
the city has been supportive, however.
"It's fair to say that the city is
thrilled to see what Columbia and
the other colleges are doing," Kelly
said. "Columbia is a major player
within the life of the city."
An ongoing boom in the South
Loop is gradually taking empty
space and vacant buildings for residential development. According to
Gryce Sturino, however, these
developments probably will not
affect the continuing growth of the
educational corridor.

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

The Greater Chicago Food Depository moved to a facility at
4100 W. Anne Lurie Place on the southwest side of the city,
which helped it distribute more than 40 million pounds of food
in 2004.
December, both Igoe and Koch
said they are interested in seeing
the results. Koch called the study a
grassroots effort, conducted not
only to help understand the hunger
problem better, but also to help the
GCFD guide its response and offer
possible solutions to any problems
discovered.
"It's this study that's going to
help us update those figures and
give us a better sense, overall, into
the different populations that we
serve; who they are, why they
might need food," Igoe said.
"Some of the results that we got
in 2001 were so many people in the
family with poor health ... or had
at least one working family member. And yet some of these families
needed food."

Hunger in Chicago

Many seniors are not getting the
proper nutrition in their meals.
They also face the numerous obstacles many other people in the
nation trying to get help encounter,
such as proper documents and reliable transportation, according to
Koch. The amount of people asking adds additional burdens to food
stamp offices that are already being
overworked.
" If you imagine single parents
with kids who are working and trying to apply for benefits, it's a
nightmare," Koch said. "It's really
insane."
Koch ftrst became involved with
an anti-hunger agency when she
attended college, working as an
operator on its hotline. She heard
the struggles of others situations
she hadn't thought about before,
and she said the experience is
something she's kept in mind since
arriving at GCFD last November.
" I wanted what 1 did for a living
to also have meaning for somebody besides myself," Koch said.
" ! think that's the best part about
working here, is knowing that
everything I'm doing is not just
putting food on my plate; hopefully, it's putting food on other people's plates too. 1 think that motivates everybody here."

Education Continued from Back Page
said.
DePaul 's Loop Campus was also
more of a commuter school before
this year, and having the ability to
offer students space at the
University Center is significant,
Fuechtrnann said.
The DePaul Center, 1 E. Jackson
Blvd., was one expansion within
the last few years for the school
that aided in the development of an
educational corridor. DePaul has
several of its schools located exclusively at the downtown campus,
including its law school.
'The center gives us a clear pres-

IOn the Lighter Side I
Lucky you missed, buddy
On May 13 at 9 :45 p.m. ,
police responded to a call of a
man with a gun at a hotel at
1007 S. State St. Four police
officers
approached
the
offender, a 49-year-old male,
who was shouting derogatory
remarks at them. The offender
then spit several times at one
of the officers, a 27-year-old
male, barely missing him. The
offender was immediately
placed under arrest and taken
in for processing.
B u y this delicious turtle
candy--or I'll shoot!,
Three poJice officers p laced
a I 5-year-old male in custody

ence and contributes to us having
an
identifiable
campus,"
Fuechtrnann said.
Now that schools have expanded, and continue to do so, the next
step is to increase visibility to the
rest of the city and to visitors.
Alicia Berg, vice president of campus environment for Columbia,
said that the college and other
schools in the area are looking to
get together with the city to
"brand" the area so people can see
the educational presence. The city
has been generally supportive of
the growth, she said.

for unlawful use of a handgun
On a Ser ious N ote
on May 7 at 4:15 p.m. The
Woman h arassed by exofficers observed the offender
boyfriend
crossing between CTA cars on
A 25-year-old woman called
the Red Line near the
Roosevelt station hold- rTF'I""'l1'"""'""'"".-rlffii=n'T.iiiiii;;r'5ir;=:::;;~='n---nn--, the police from her residence
at
the
ing what appeared to be
University Center of
a handgun at his waist,
Chicago, 525 S. State ·
visibly alarming other
St., on May 12 at 9 :57
passengers. The subject
p.m. to report harassthen began peddling
ment. She told the offiNes tle Turtles candy
cers that since ending a
without CTA · permisrelationship with her
sion .
The
weapon
boyfriend, a 40-yearturned out to be an air
old male, he called
handgun.
approximately 20 times
in two to three days.
-Information comShe said the offender
piled from the 12th
sent her ' unsolicited
District Chicago Police
gifts, · letter~
a~d ·
Department records by
showed up at her job.
Chronicle staff

" Educational ins titutions are
planning for 20 years out. The ceiling will probably be how big each
institution wants it to be," Gryce
Sturino said.
While all the schools continue to
improve and revitalize their South
Loop homes, the University Center
has definitely been the first step in
branding the area as an educational
corridor for Chicago.
" It has definitely raised our profile in the city," Kelly said. "It is a
visible landmark for everyone to
see- there's no mistaking that
building."
No action has been taken in
relation to the event.
Vol unteer threatened on
street
A 6 2-year-old male was
placed in police custody for
simple assault across the street
from the University Center of
Chicago, 525 S . State St., on
May 15 at 3:26p.m. The victim, a 55-year-old woman,
was leaving the Pacific
Garden Mission, 646 S. State
St., when the offender
engaged her in a verbal altercation. While reaching into his
pocket, the offender told her
he would cut her throat. The
subject fled to the mission,
where the victim eventually
returned with police officers.

Educational corridor

Homeless
coalition asks
governor for
more money

thriv~ in South Loop
0 "Superdorm" launches plans for area colleges
shape. At the same time, the city
began looking for proposals to fill
the then-empty block at State Street
For more than 15 years. the city. and Congress Parkway that would
along with area colleges and uni- nurture the development of educaversities. has steadily driven the tion around it. DePaul officials
creation of an educational corridor responded with an idea for an enorin the South Loop. But now the mous structure that area colleges
corridor is no longer a lofty ambi- could share. according to Tom
tion-it's a reality.
Fuechtmann, e~ecutivc director of
Since the University Center of the Office of Community and
Chicago opened at 525 S. State St. Government Relations at DePaul.
in summer 2004. the visibility of
'The property was owned by the
higher education in the South Loop city of Chicago and they were
has skyrocketed. What was once a reluctant to hand it off to one instispattering of independent schools tution alone." Fuechtmann said.
and buildings is now a vibrant.
The major structure was
growing community encompassing scrapped. but it Jed to the idea of a
the South Loop colleges and uni- shared residential center. Now that
versities.
three major schools in the area
Morris
College, have a residential bedrock. the eduRobert
Columbia. DePaul
corridor
cational
and
Roosevelt
has become more
Universities,
the
apparent-and so
Spertus Institute for
have the studen!S.
Jewish
studies.
'There is an
Jones
College
increased energy
Prep-many schools
and
institutional
seem to be sudden! y
presence:·
said
e ~panding
their
Leslie
Gryce
-Alida Berg,
presence in the area
Sturino. president of
and multiplying the
Columbia College
the
co mmunity
number of studen!S
organization South
in the South Loop. However. edu- Loop Neighbors. ·Tvc noticed
cators say that the University more students just from living in
Cenler simply gave a face to the the neighborhood."
development that has been steadily
Virtual ly all of the colleges and
occurring for years.
universities in the area have grown
When the Haro ld Washington or have plans for growth. Both
Library. 400 S. State St.. opened in DePaul and Columbia are looking
1991 , plans for a cultural and edu- at the possibi lity of long- term
cational corridor began to take development plans. National-Louis

By Alicia Dorr
City Beat Edtor

0 Group asks for
additional $5.7 million
in funds for homeless

Bon P-=-tfThe Chronicle

The University Center of Chicago, 525 S. State St., now serves
as an anchor and a unifier for tfte continually developing cultural and educational corridor.
University moved i!S Chicago campus to the 122 S. Michigan Ave.,
and Robert Morris College
renewed its lease at 401 S. State St.
The boom refl cc!S the continuing
real estate development in the area.
which started years ago.
Fo r Columbia. the last few years
of e~pans ion made for a sharp
increase in enrollment. with the
current school year up 3.200 students from the last. Columbia. one
of the largest landholders in the
South Loop. is the center of the
educational and cultuml growth.
Columbia's plans for continued
e~pans ion have grown in the last
year with several major renovations to e~isting buildings planned
for this summer alone.
Mark Kelly. vice president o f
Student Affairs. said Columbia

illustrates the cultural and educational corridor in the South Loop
for those who would otherwise not
know it e~isled.
" [Columbia has] so many public
even!S and there is always something to sec. There is an effervescence that visitors can instantly
sense.'' Kelly said.
The University Center allowed
Columbia to advertise to studen!S
o n a national level. Kelly said. The
school is now getting ready to sign
a contract with the 2 E. 8th St.
apartment building to claim 90 percent of i!S space e~clusively for
Columbia students . The ability to
offer students a place to stay on
campus is one of the things changing the area so dramatically. Kelly

See Educat ion, Page 23

'Fund our school' battle cry for activists
0 Statewide campaign seeks to increase public school education funding by $600 million in Illinois

Chicago Puhic School admini'traton. •tudent• and teacher• ralhed out•ide the ThomP""fl Center
May 16 to a.•k for more edocation
fu nding from the •tate
( ' PS and the La rge Un11 01\tn~ l
ll •vx; tallrm. an a••octrttton that
promote• edocational program• 111
mllre than half of llhnm\ puhlic

school systems. ki cked off the
" Fund Our School" campaign at
the rally. Mayor Richard M. Daley.
various aldermen. C PS oflicial'
and two • tudent• from Jonc•
College Prep Sch<~>l all spoke out
111 •upport at the rally in front of
nearly 1.000 people.
The campaign 'Cek• to incrc;"c
puh h ~ ..:hm l funding hy $600 milhnn 111 lll i nui ~. whi ~ h wrrenlly
rank• 49th in the nation in the

amo unt of funding pro vided to
schools hy the stntc. Illinois
schools get 36 percent of their
funds from Springfield. l>clow the
national avemge of 50 percent. and
these g roups arc determined In
draw attention lo it.
"We have hcen nt the llottom for
Inn lnng.'' s:1id Mike Vaughn. \I'S
• pokcs m:m. " f'rnnkly it's emharrns.i n~t In he almost dead lust in
edu~ntinn . "

U IDA hns passed n resnluttnn
•cckin11 more funds tn ensure the
future of schoo l prngrums nml prevent future stu IT cuts. ll1e nssnnntinn would ulso like tn sec nn ndditionnl $~~() million restored tn the
rcvitnlilntlon
prnj!rnms
for
~~ hlMll~ .

Oeulllty John looa

Amlr ~. 1t )unkJr Itt Jonte Coflegfl Prep. 80e 9. StAte St..
~ p!Jtrt of thf tt3tfJW!do 'Fund Our SohOoll' campaign thAt mtt
on M8y 1& at lt'MJ Jsi'I'MJe A. Thompeon C.nttt, 100 W.
~ t Mayor Alchsrd M. DAley CAme to •how support.

·~n,l~ I~ our future riltht here,"
17th Wnrd Aldcrmnn Lntnshn
·nrumu~ ~ni d. whllll openln~tt her
11nn~ to the crowd In rnmt u( hrr.
" If we clnn't 1\tnd the M:hl MII •)'•·
lcm there will he no 1\tturn.''
'11tll crnwd h1U11Cdlntely rn l~ctl
culnrcd ~111n" nnd lllll!lln chnnt ln11
' Wr need mnt'll mnncy ' fut' nhuut
10 'll'~nml~ while tile nlllcNnctt nt
thr Jlll(llum joined In n~ well.
lln•unlltl~ 111 n ~tnt~tttcnt ~~~UI'd
hy AJ11Cl I)IIIICUII, helld
lh!! CPS.

ur

111111

r dq" 1, ,r r

,,

CPS is looking at n $175 million
deficit for the 2005-2006 year.
"The state must realize that
undcrfunding education guarantees
more of our kids will fail.'' Duncan
told the n~tring cmwd.
During the pliSt month. parents
of CPS stud~n ts sent more than
15.01Xl c-mails to lawmukers in
Sprinj,ltidd and haw si gn~'tl nwrc
than 50.(X)() letters calling for funding. something they clttim .:un he
ruiscd thn>uj!h n tllll increusc.
Con:ttn M.:Fcm:n, u L-onununity
nctivist
from
Brid11cs
to
Oppor1unity who nttcnllet.l the rnlly
said s he supports llrt)'thina thnt
mnkes sd101>ls hcttcr for students.
" I hope they hold the stntc
respunslhlo.'' Mdl~n said.
lncreusin11 i n~·un~ ttut tu ntlso
nddltlunnl ctlucntJun f\tndlna did
nut 8lt well with Cklvcrnor Rot!
Blnl!oJcvlcll. Uy expnndlt\il IIlii''"'
h111 In Ut stnt 's Ul8thll! ~:ru h~ .
tlhll!lljcvh:h suld SJOO million
cuuld ClVI:IIIUill\y be f'lll.~,
VltUI!hll snlll wl\11 · tlltlt mljllt he
trul!, the d«<sltltl 8hlllrllloot \.'OOW
tnnn U111 I&O" nt(}t Mt tills polnt.
"lt's (lhtllt<l!l luture'8Jjob \\! lltl·
ul'l! Ultt where t~ nlllM)I tlhooltl
\.'Utili!

llotn ut thlsl!()lnt."

Wearing a gray, sporadically
buttoned Coca-Cola distributor's shirt, a pair of black jeans
beginning to show wear at the
inseam and the cuff, and a pair
of black sneakers one misstep
away from a detached sole,
Norma-Elise Salazar needs help.
Salazar, a 21-year-old female
from Chicago, has been homeless for the last su years.
"I'm currently living between
two friends ' houses three days a
week," Salazar said, " but 1' ve
got to ride the train the other
four nights."
Salazar spends those nigh!S
sleeping on the Red Line. so, as
she said, "not to wear out her
welcome·· with her friends. She
said the Red Line is conducive
to sleep, whereas on the Blue
Line. "cops give out too many
tickets."
She recently lost her job at
Roselle Internat ional Food
Market. 825 Nerge Rd .. in
Roselle. Ul.. and now spends
much of her time at The
Broadway Youth Center. 31 79
N. Broadway Ave .. where she
eats her meals.
On May 18. Salazar and 35
other members of the Chicago
Coalition for the Ho me less.
h olding posters and wearing
bright yellow "coalition" T shirts--along with more than 50
onlookers-brought their concerns to the Thompson Center.
I00 W. Rlllldolph St.. to ~tition
Gov. Rod Blngojevich to ndd
more
money
h>
lllim,is'
Depnrtment of Hunmn S,·rvin•s.
Fnmily
Ho m,·kssness
Prevention Progmm f<'r th<' lt)()t.
fiscal yenr.
The
prognm1
nam.·ntly
receives $5 million II' nid ll<'arly
11 .000 fnmilies. But. II<'<'<'Nit~g
to Ed Shurnn. c.."cutiw din•.:tor
of the Chicngo c(~lliti<lll f,,r the
Homeless. the prevl.'ntinn rrol!rum needs more th ttl twke thnt
amount. St0.7 millima. S<' the
conlltion won't 1\lnt nwn ""'~
tlum 18.000 people lik-e It hit<l to
in 2004. llurnl\ l\l)led thnt thtproaram llclJ*I nelll'\y ll.flfiO
peopl lllllt ytlll'.

"Wb're hare fun P\I"P''-'"'· WI'

w1111t tho i(!~ ttl know thut."

Shuntll lid wltll n\ltropltttut< 111
h11nt1. ~tllntllna btlt
n ' "" '
~111.\lhl'\1 wltll ljns lleld b
~NIIItiM mt~nt\1.\rs ~ll<lh~J.
'llomeh!~~. Not H~l
," 11111cl
" l)\l\1 't he d \ Chf\ whl\ \\\It' h<lll
Ill~~ l)t'('t).~...

l ~I tho.~ ttkk~l ''~' til\' 1'4\~1 m

